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Data Field Definitions
Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

1 Day Volatility

1D.Vlt

1dvlt

The one-day volatility of the security.

10 Day Average volume

DAv.10

dav10

Total volume over the last 10 trading days divided
by 10.

10 day Moving Average

MovingAvg

MovAvg

The average of security or commodity prices
constructed over the last ten days showing the
trend for the latest interval.

10 day Moving Average (bid) Yield

MvgAvgYld

MvAvYld

The average bid yield of a bond constructed over
the last ten days showing the trend for the latest
interval, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.
The close one week ago minus the current price.

1-Week Change

1-Week Chg

1wc

1-Week Close

1-Week Cls

1w

The closing price one week ago.

1-Week Percentage Change

1-Week Pct Chg

1wpc

Calculated by taking the 1 week change divided by
the 1 week close and multiplying the result by 100.

2-Week Change

2-Week Chg

2wc

The close two weeks ago minus the current price.

2-Week Close

2-Week Cls

2w

The closing price two weeks ago.

2-Week Percentage Change

2-Week Pct Chg

2wpc

Calculated by taking the 2 week change divided by
the 2 week close and multiplying the result by 100.

3-Week Change

3-Week Chg

3wc

The close three weeks ago minus the current
price.

3-Week Close

3-Week Cls

3w

The closing price three weeks ago.

3-Week Percentage Change

3-Week Pct Chg

3wpc

Calculated by taking the 3 week change divided by
the 3 week close and multiplying the result by 100.

1-Month Change

1-Mon Chg

1mc

The 1 month close minus the current price.

1-Month Close

1-Mon Cls

Im

The closing price one month ago.

1-Month Percentage Change

1-Mon Pct Chg

1mpc

Calculated by taking the 1 month change divided
by the 1 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

1 Month Performance

1-Mon Perf

1mp

The one-month percentage change in the price of
a stock, using a base performance of 100.

1 Month Performance (bid) Price

1-MoPfPri

1MoPfPr

The one-month percentage change in the bid price
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

1 Month Performance (bid) Yield

1-MoPfYld

1MoPrfY

The one-month percentage change in the bid yield
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

2-Month Change

2-Mon Chg

2mc

The 2 month close minus the current price.

2-Month Close

2-Mon Cls

2m

The closing price two months ago.

2-Month Percentage Change

2-Mon Pct Chg

2mpc

Calculated by taking the 2 month change divided
by the 2 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

3-Month Change

3-Mon Chg

3mc

The 3 month close minus the current price.

3-Month Close

3-Mon Cls

3m

The closing price three months ago.

3-Month Percentage Change

3-Mon Pct Chg

3mpc

Calculated by taking the 3 month change divided
by the 3 month close and mulitplying the result by
100.

3 Month Performance

3-Mon Perf

3mp

The three-month percentage change in the price of
a stock, using a base performance of 100.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

3 Month Performance (bid) Price

3-MoPfPri

3MoPfPr

The three-month percentage change in the bid
price of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

3 Month Performance (bid) Yield

3-MoPfYld

3MoPrfY

The three-month percentage change in the bid
yield of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

4-Month Change

4-Mon Chg

4mc

The 4 month close minus the current price.

4-Month Close

4-Mon Cls

4m

The closing price four months ago.

4-Month Percentage Change

4-Mon Pct Chg

4mpc

Calculated by taking the 4 month change divided
by the 4 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

5-Month Change

5-Mon Chg

5mc

The 5 month close minus the current price.

5-Month Close

5-Mon Cls

5m

The closing price five months ago.

5-Month Percentage Change

5-Mon Pct Chg

5mpc

Calculated by taking the 5 month change divided
by the 5 month close and mulitplying the result by
100.

6-Month Change

6-Mon Chg

6mc

The 6 month close minus the current price.

6-Month Close

6-Mon Cls

6m

The closing price six months ago.

6-Month Percentage Change

6-Mon Pct Chg

6mpc

Calculated by taking the 6 month change divided
by the 6 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

6 Month Performance

6-Mon Perf

6mp

The six-month percentage change in the price of a
stock, using a base performance of 100.

6 Month Performance (bid) Price

6-MoPfPri

6MoPfPr

The six-month percentage change in the bid price
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

6 Month Performance (bid) Yield

6-MoPfYld

6MoPrfY

The six-month percentage change in the bid yield
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

7-Month Change

7-Mon Chg

7mc

The 7 month close minus the current price.

7-Month Close

7-Mon Cls

7m

The closing price seven months ago.

7-Month Percentage Change

7-Mon Pct Chg

7mpc

Calculated by taking the 7 month change divided
by the 7 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

8-Month Change

8-Mon Chg

8mc

The 8 month close minus the current price.

8-Month Close

8-Mon Cls

8m

The closing price eight months ago.

8-Month Percentage Change

8-Mon Pct Chg

8mpc

Calculated by taking the 8 month change divided
by the 8 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

9-Month Change

9-Mon Chg

9mc

The last day nine months back (9 month close)
minus the current price.

9-Month Close

9-Mon Cls

9m

The closing price nine months ago.

9-Month Percentage Change

9-Mon Pct Chg

9mpc

Calculated by taking the 9 month change divided
by the 9 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

10-Month Change

10-Mon Chg

10mc

The last day ten months back (10 month close)
minus the current price.

10-Month Close

10-Mon Cls

10m

The closing price ten months ago.

10-Month Percentage Change

10-Mon Pct Chg

10mpc

Calculated by taking the 10 month change divided
by the 10 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

11-Month Change

11-Mon Chg

11mc

The 11 month close minus the current price.

11-Month Close

11-Mon Cls

11m

The closing price eleven months ago.

11-Month Percentage Change

11-Mon Pct Chg

11mpc

Calculated by taking the 11 month change divided
by the 11 month close and multiplying the result by
100.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

12-Month Change

12-Mon Chg

12mc

The 12 month close minus the current price.

12-Month Close

12-Mon Cls

12m

The closing price twelve months ago.

12-Month Percentage Change

12-Mon Pct Chg

12mpc

Calculated by taking the 12 month change divided
by the 12 month close and multiplying the result by
100.

12 Month Performance

12-Mon Perf

12mp

The 12-month percentage change in the price of a
stock, using a base performance of 100.

12 Month Performance (bid) Price

12MoPfPri

12MoPfP

The 12-month percentage change in the bid price
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

12 Month Performance (bid) Yield

12MoPfYld

12MoPfY

The 12-month percentage change in the bid yield
of a bond using a base performance of 100,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

52 Week High

Year.High

yhi

The highest price reached in the last 52 weeks.
(rolling year)

52 Week Low (bid) date

52WkHiDt

52WkHiD

The date on which the bond reached the highest
bid price in the last 52 weeks, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week High (bid) Price

52WkHigh

52WkHiP

The highest bond bid price reached in the last 52
weeks, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week High (bid) Yield

52WkHiYld

52WkHiY

The highest bond bid yield reached in the last 52
weeks, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week High Date

Year.High.D

yhid

The date on which the stock reached the high
price. (rolling year)

52 Week Low

Year.Low

ylo

The lowest price reached in the last 52 weeks.
(rolling year)

52 Week Low (bid) date

52WkLoDt

52WkLoD

The date on which the bond reached the lowest bid
price in the last 52 weeks, applies only to bonds
trading on exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week Low (bid) Price

52WkLow

52WkLoP

The lowest bond bid price reached in the last 52
weeks, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week Low (bid) Yield

52WkLoYld

52WkLoY

The lowest bond bid yield reached in the last 52
weeks, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges. (rolling year)

52 Week Low Date

Year.Low.D

ylod

The date on which the stock reached the low price.
(rolling year)

Accrual Bond Cd

AccrBond

ABdC

A characteristic of a CMO tranche that describes
the way in which interest accrues. This
characteristic identifies “Z” bonds, Accretion
Directed bonds and other, similar, tranche types.

Accrual Bond Cd Descr

AccrDesc

Ade

The description of the Accrual Bond Code.
Possible values include (AD) Accretion Directed,
(CAB) Capital Appreciation, (NA) Not Applicable,
(NSJZ) Non-Sticky Jump Accrual, (PZ) Partial
Accrual, (SJZ) Sticky Jump Accrual, (Z) Accrual.

Accrued Interest

AccrI

AccrI

The amount of interest that the buyer owes the
seller of the security on the settlement date.

Additional Enhancement Company

AEC

AEC

Code representing the institution providing
additional or secondary security for the municipal
asset.

Additional Enhancement Company
Description

ACD

ACD

Brief text description of the Additional
Enhancement Company.

Additional Enhancement Type

AET

AET

Code representing any additional enhancements,
in addition to bond insurance, to the municipal
security.

Additional Enhancement Type
Description

ATD

AETD

Brief text description of the Additional
Enhancement Type.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Agency Code

AgCode

AgC

Numerical codes denoting the government
agencies that issue mortgage-backed securities.
Possible values are (0) None, (1) GNMA1, (2)
GNMA2, (3) FNMA, (4) FHLMC, (5) SBA.

Agency Name

AgName

AgN

Abbreviations for the Government agencies. Used
only for mortgage pools.

Aggr 1 Month CPR

Ag1CPR

1C

Average prepayments over the prior month (stated
in CPR) for all mortgage pools that map to the
given aggregate.

Aggr 1 Month PSA

Ag1PSA

1P

Average prepayments over the prior month (stated
in PSA) for all mortgage pools that map to the
given aggregate.

Aggr 3 Month CPR

Ag3CPR

3C

Average prepayments over the prior 3 months
(stated in CPR) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr 3 Month PSA

Ag3PSA

3P

Average prepayments over the prior 3 months
(stated in PSA) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr 6 Month CPR

Ag6CPR

6C

Average prepayments over the prior 6 months
(stated in CPR) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr 6 Month PSA

Ag6PSA

6P

Average prepayments over the prior 6 months
(stated in PSA) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr 12 Month CPR

Ag12CPR

12C

Average prepayments over the prior 12 months
(stated in CPR) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr 12 Month PSA

Ag12PSA

12P

Average prepayments over the prior 12 months
(stated in PSA) for all mortgage pools that map to
the given aggregate.

Aggr CUSIP Number

A.Cusip

AgCus

Identifying code assigned to the mortgage
aggregate.

Aggr Lifetime PSA

AgLifePSA

ALP

Average prepayments since origination (stated in
PSA) for all mortgage pools that map to the given
aggregate.

Aggr Symbol

AggrSym

ABS

Workstation symbol for the mortgage aggregate
mapped to a mortgage pool. Used only for fixed
coupon mortgage pools.

Aggregate Lifetime CPR

AgLifeCPR

ALC

Average prepayments since origination (stated in
CPR) for all mortgage pools that map to the given
aggregate.

Aggregate Update Count

AgUC

auc

Shows the number of trades and/or quotes
included in a particular aggregated event.

Alert Information

Alert

alrt

A user-specified market activity tracker that is
keyed to a given data field and assigned threshold
values.

Amortization Type Cd

AmortTp

AmT

Code representing the scheduled mortgage
principal amortization method (i.e. level pay,
balloon, TPM, GPM, etc.).

Amortization Type Description

AmortTpDesc

AmTD

A description of the scheduled mortgage principal
amortization method.

Amount Issued

PAI

PAI

The part of the total issued amount, which was not
privately placed.

Announcement Date

AnnDt

AnD

Specifies the date information was announced
pertaining to an upcoming auction of U.S. Treasury
or Agency securities.

Annual Dividend

Annl.Div

iad

The cash amount paid on shares the last year.
(rolling year)
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Annual Flux Score

FluxScr

FS

The National Association of Insurance
Commissioners’ index for measuring CMO cash
flow variability. The value is generated once per
year based on January rates and February factors.

ARM First Paymt Reset Dt

ARM1PayRD

AFP

The date on which the first adjustment will be
made to the payment rate.

ARM First Rate Reset Dt

ARM1RtRD

AFR

The date on which the first adjustment to the
accrual rate is made.

ARM Paymt Lookback Dys

PayLookbk

PLB

The number of days in the past to look for the
index rate to use in calculating both accrual rate
and payment on those dates when the payment
rate is scheduled to change.

ARM Paymt Reset Cap

PayCap

APRC

The amount by which the payment cap may
increase each time it is adjusted.

ARM Paymt Reset Flr

PayFlr

PRF

The amount by which the payment floor may
decrease each time it is adjusted.

ARM Paymt Reset Term

PayTerm

PLT

The number of months which elapse between
adjustments to the payment amount.

ARM Rate Lookback Dys

RtLookbk

RLB

The number of days in the past to look for the
index rate to use in calculating a new accrual rate.

ARM Rate Orig Life Cap

OrigLCap

OLC

The original lifetime cap applied to the accrual rate.

ARM Rate Orig Life Flr

OrigLFlr

OLF

The original lifetime floor applied to the accrual
rate.

ARM Rate Reset Term

RateResetTm

RRT

The number of months between changes of the
accrual rate.

Ask

Ask

ask

The price quoted in the market to sell the stock.

Ask Exchange

Ask.ExChg

aex

A code representing the exchange reporting the
ask price.

Ask Modifier

Ask.Mod

amc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the ask price.

Ask Size

Ask.Size

asz

The number of shares of stock for sale at the ask
price.

Ask Tick Direction

Ask.Dir

atd

The Up or Down arrow indicator specifying the
direction of the last change in the Ask price.

Ask Time

Ask.Time

atm

The time at which the Ask price was posted.

Ask Yield

AskYld

AskY

Pertains only to EJV bonds, the yield calculated on
the ask price.

Asset Description

Ast.Desc

AsD

Code representing the type of issuer selling the
offered security.

Asset Status Code

AssetStatus

AY

Code representing the status of the asset. Possible
values include: (CLD) Called, (ISS) Issued, (MAT)
Matured, (TBC) To Be Called, (WHN) When
Issued, etc.

Asset Status Descr Cd

AssetStat

AS

Description representing the market status of the
security, as of the status change date.

Asset Subtype

AST

AsST

Code representing the sub-classification of the
asset within the asset type.

Asset Subtype Description

ASTD

AsSTD

Brief text description of the Asset Subtype.

Asset Type

AsT

AsT

Code representing the type of issuer selling the
offered security.

Asset Type Description

AsTD

AsTD

Brief text description of the Asset Type.

AT Activity Type

AT.Act

atact

The type of advertised trade, either buy, sell, trade,
or crossed.

AT Broker

AT.Broker

atbkr

The broker conducting the advertised trade.

AT Exchange of Trade

AT.ExChg

atex

The broker posting the advertised trade, if any.

AT Previous Day

AT.Prev.Day

atpday

The broker ID indicating the previous day
advertised trade.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

AT Price/Descriptor

AT.Price

atprc

The price description of the advertised trade.

AT Targeted Flag

AT.Target

attrg

Indicator specifying that the advertised trade is
targeted to a particular broker/institution.

AT Ticker Symbol

AT.Symbol

atsym

The symbol for the stock.

AT Time of Advertisement

AT.Time

attm

The time at which the advertised trade was posted.

AT Volume

AT.Vol

atvol

The volume associated with the advertised trade.

Auction Date

Auction Dt

AuD

Date on which the asset was issued via an auction
process. Used for U.S. Treasury and Agency
securities.

Auxiliary Ask

AuxA

auxa

For Nasdaq stocks, the official closing ask price.

Auxiliary Ask Time

AuxAT

auxat

For Nasdaq stocks, the official closing ask time.

Auxiliary Bid

AuxB

auxb

For Nasdaq stocks, the official closing bid price.

Auxiliary Bid Time

AuxBT

auxbt

For Nasdaq stocks, the official closing bid time.

Auxiliary Bid/Ask Modifier

AuxBAM

auxbam

For Nasdaq stocks, codes describing certain
conditions that may occur in association with the
ask or bid price.

Auxiliary Price

Aux.Price

aux

For US markets, the previous day closing inside
bid. For UK markets, the last sale.

Auxiliary Price Type

AuxTy

auxt

For US markets, the previous day closing inside
bid. For UK markets, the last sale.

Avg Original Issue Dt

AvgOrgIssDt

AOD

Estimated weighted average date on which loans
in the mortgage pools were issued.

Balloon Original Term

BalloonTerm

BT

For pools with balloon mortgages, the number of
months from the mortgage origination date of each
mortgage to the date on which the borrower must
repay all remaining principal.

Bank Lots

BLots

banklot

For use in Indonesia only. The calculation divides
the volume by 5000.

Bank Qualified Flag

BankQual

BQF

A y/n flag indicating whether banks can deduct the
interest expense for the purchase and holding of a
municipal obligation. This field, in general, includes
municipal securities under $10 million issued after
August 6, 1986.

Base Price

BasePr

BPr

The truncated price on a vehicle used to improve
the data compression ratio.

Base Yield

BaseYld

BYd

The truncated yield on a vehicle used to improve
the data compression ratio.

Beginning Accrual Date

AccrDt

AD

The date on which the accrual of interest begins
for the bond.

Beta

Beta

beta

A measure of a stock's volatility relative to the
primary market index.

Bid

Bid

bid

The price quoted in the market to buy the stock.

Bid Close

Bid.Close

bcl

The closing price from the previous day.

Bid Exchange

Bid.ExChg

bex

A code representing the exchange reporting the
bid price.

Bid High

Bid.High

hibid

The highest price reached for the day.

Bid Low

Bid.Low

lobid

The lowest price reached for the day.

Bid Modifier

Bid.Mod

bmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the bid price.

Bid Net Change

Bid.Net

bdac

The change from the current bid to yesterday’s
closing bid

Bid Plus Bid Tick

Bid+Tick

bptk

The bid price with the bid tick indicator, either +, -,
or =.

Bid Size

Bid.Size

bsz

The number of shares of stock for sale at the bid
price.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Bid Tick

Bid.Tick

btk

An indicator specifying the direction of the last
change in the bid, either + or -.

Bid Tick Direction

Bid.Dir

btd

The Up or Down arrow indicator specifying the
direction of the last change in the bid.

Bid Time

Bid.Time

btm

The time of bid price posting.

Bid Yield

BidYld

Bl

The bid of a bond calculated on the yield price,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Bid/Ask/Handle

B/A/H

insexp

A combination of the bid and ask prices leaving off
the dollar amount of the offer.

Blank

Blank

blk

An empty column separator. There is no
associated label.

Block Count

Blk.Cnt

bcnt

The number of block trades (10,000 shares or
more) that took place during the trading day.

Block Volume

Blk.Vol

bvol

The total value of the number of block trades
(10,000 shares or more).

Board Lot Size

BrdLotSize

BdLotSz

The number of shares (securities) constituting a
regular trading unit. Shares are traded in volumes
that are multiples of Board Lot Sizes.

Bond Coupon

Cpn

Cpn

The effective interest rate for the security.

Bond Description

BndD

BndD

A descriptive field containing items that identify the
security, such as ticker, coupon, maturity date, etc.

Bond Insurance Type

BIT

BIT

Code representing the kind of insurance contract
written by a commercial insurance company
providing payment to bondholders in the event of
default.

Bond Insurance Type Desc

BID

BITD

Brief text description of the Bond Insurance Type.

Bond Maturity Date

Mature Date

MatDt

Date on which the principal amount of the security
becomes due and payable as provided for in the
terms of the security.

Bond Type

Bond.Type

bndtype

A description of the security type.

Broken PAC Band

BrokenBand

BPB

The Y/N flag denoting whether the PAC tranche is
paying outside the area of its most stable average
life.

Buyer/Seller ID

BS.ID

bsid

The order indication ID of a market maker.

Calculation Agent

CAt

CAt

Unique identifier for the calculation agent. For a
floating rate security, this is an agent designated
by the company to compute the periodic coupon
rates, usually when the coupon is linked to an
index, such as LIBOR.

Call Frequency

CFr

CFr

Code representing the frequency of periods in
which redemption is scheduled to occur per year.

Call Frequency Description

CFrD

CFrD

Code indicating whether the company must
redeem all or none of the securities in order for
redemption to occur.

Call Frequency Short Description

CFrS

CFrS

Code representing the frequency of periods in
which redemption is scheduled to occur per year.

Call Method

CMd

CMd

Code indicating whether the company must
redeem all or none of the securities in order for
redemption to occur.

Call Method Description

CMD

CMD

Brief text description of the Call Method

Call Refunding Dt

Call Rfd Dt

CRD

First date on or after which an asset can be called
for refinancing purposes.

Call Schedule Type

CallSchType

CST

A code representing the type of call schedule.

Call Type Descript Cd

CallTpDesc

CTD

The description of the call type (or, call schedule).
Possible values include (CSH) Cash.

Call Type Long Description

CTLD

CTLD

Brief text description of the DS Call Type.

Call Type Short Description

CTSD

CTSD

Code representing the type of call schedule.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Callable Bond

Callable

Call

The Y/N flag indicating whether or not the bond is
callable.

Calls Defeased Flag

CallD

CDF

A y/n flag indicating whether the security has the
option to be legally or economically defeased in
the future, as specified in the prospectus. That is,
the issuing company has either provided money for
all coupon and principal payments to the trustee
(economic), or the bond issuer sets up an
irrevocable trust for the profit of the bondholder
and is no longer legally bound by the covenants of
the issue.

Capital Gain Record Date

CG.Rec.Dt

cgrdt

The date on which an investor must own shares in
order to be eligible to receive a distribution of
capital gains.

Capital Type

CpTy

CpT

Numeric code representing the Capital Type.

Capital Type Description

CpTyD

CpD

Brief textual description of the Capital Type.

CD-ROM Number

ROM

ROM

An alphanumeric code linking this security to
another. This code is generally another ISIN or
CUSIP.

Change 3 Week

Chg3w

3wch

The change in the price of a stock at the end of
three weeks.

Change for the day

Net

dac

The directional moves of a security, either, up,
down, or unchanged.

Clearing Systems

Clr

Clr

Code representing the Depository appointed to
issue receipts for securities and hold such
securities in deposit.

Close 3 Week

Cls3w

2w

The closing price on a security three weeks ago.

Close Combined Range

Cl.Comb.Rng

clcr

For commodities, the single closing price or the
dual closing price range.

Closing

Cl.Price

cp

The last posted value of the security. Frequently
used by securities in the commodities class,
applies only to commodities, futures, and options.

Closing Ask Price

CloseAsk

ClA

The ask price quoted in the market to buy the bond
at the ending of the trading day, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges.

Closing Ask Yield

ClAskYld

CAY

The ask yield quoted in the market to buy the bond
at the ending of the trading day, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges.

Closing Bate

Cl.Bate

cbt

The transaction type updating the closing price,
either bid, ask, or trade, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Closing Bid Price

ClBid

CBP

The bid price quoted in the market to buy the bond
at the ending of the trading day, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges.

Closing Bid Yield

ClBidYld

CBY

The bid yield quoted in the market to buy the bond,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Closing Mid Price

ClMidPr

CMP

The mid point between the best ask and bid price
on a bond at the ending of the trading day, applies
only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Closing Mid Yield

ClMidYld

CMY

The mid point between the best ask and bid yield
on a bond, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.

Closing Mod

Cl.Mod

cmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the closing price, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Closing Range

Cl.Range

cr

Two values delineating a beginning and an ending
value for a specified period, which can vary
between exchanges, applies only to commodities,
futures, and options.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Closing Range Bate

ClR.Bate

crbt

The transaction type updating the closing range,
either bid, ask, or trade, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Closing Range Mod

ClR.Mod

crmc

The codes describing certain conditions that may
occur in association with the closing range, applies
only to commodities, futures, and options.

Closing Settlement

SDate

sedt

Expected valuation for the selected security on the
settlement date.

Closing Tick

ClR.Tick

crtk

The Up or Down arrow indicator specifying the
direction of the closing tick on a stock.

Collat 1 Mo Prepay PSA

Collat1PSA

CP1

The weighted average prepayment speed (in PSA)
for the past month on the representative collateral
that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 1 Month Prepay CPR

Collat1CPR

CC1

The weighted average prepayment speed (in CPR)
for the past month on the representative collateral
that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 3 Mo Prepay CPR

Collat3CPR

CC3

The weighted average prepayment speed (in CPR)
for the past 3 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 3 Mo Prepay PSA

Collat3PSA

CP3

The weighted average prepayment speed (in PSA)
for the past 3 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 6 Mo Prepay CPR

Collat6CPR

CC6

The weighted average prepayment speed (in CPR)
for the past 6 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 6 Mo Prepay PSA

Collat6PSA

CP6

The weighted average prepayment speed (in PSA)
for the past 6 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 12 Mo Prepay CPR

Collat12CPR

C12

The weighted average prepayment speed (in CPR)
for the past 12 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat 12 Mo Prepay PSA

Collat12PSA

P12

The weighted average prepayment speed (in PSA)
for the past 12 months on the representative
collateral that underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat Gross Coupon

CollatGrCpn

CGC

The weighted average gross coupon of the
representative collateral that underlies a given
CMO deal. Also known as WAC, the acronym for
Weighted Average Coupon.

Collat Lifetime CPR

CollatLfCPR

CLC

The weighted average prepayment speed (in CPR)
for the lifetime of the representative collateral that
underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat Lifetime PSA

CollatLfPSA

CLP

The weighted average prepayment speed (in PSA)
for the lifetime of the representative collateral that
underlies a given CMO deal.

Collat Percent of Total

Collat%Ttl

C%T

When a deal is backed by mixed collateral, the
collateral is represented by the largest aggregation
of similar collateral. Collateral Percent Of Total
gives the percentage weight of this representative
collateral.

Collat Remaining Term

CollatRemTm

CRT

The weighted average time, in months, from the
date at which the current balances were taken until
maturity for the representative collateral that
underlies a given CMO deal. Also known as WAM,
(an acronym for Weighted Average Maturity).

Collateral Description

Collat

CDe

A short description of the agency, weighted
average net coupon and weighted average
maturity for collateral underlying a given CMO
deal. (only provided for CMOs backed by agency
collateral).

Common Code

Com

Com

A nine-digit character code. It is the result of the
merger between Euroclear and SEDOL codes.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Company Name

Name

na

The company’s name, up to 40 characters in
length.

Composite Volume

Comp.Vol

cvol

The aggregate volume on a given security across
all exchanges on which it trades.

Contract High

Cont.High

chi

For futures, the high price the security attained
during the life of the contract.

Contract High Date

Cont.High.D

chid

For futures, the date on which the security attained
the high price.

Contract Low

Cont.Low

clo

For futures, the low price the security attained
during the life of the contract.

Contract Low Date

Cont.Low.D

clod

For futures, the date on which the security attained
the low price.

Contract Size

Con.Size

cs

The number of units in the contract.

Conversion Date

CDt

CDt

The date on which a bond may be converted into
shares.

Conversion Rate Type

CoRT

CoRT

Code indicating the way the rate changes as a
result of the conversion.

Conversion Rate Type Desc

CoRTD

CoRTD

Brief textual description of the Conversion Rate
Type.

Conversion Type

CvT

CvTy

Code indicating the type of security before and
after the conversion.

Conversion Type Desc

CvD

CvTyD

Brief textual description of the Conversion Type.

Convertible Bond

Convert

Cvt

The Y/N flag indicating whether or not the bond is
convertible.

Country Name

Country

Cny

Specifies the country in which the asset was
issued. Primarily, the country of residence of the
issuer.

Coupon Freq Cd Desc

CpnFDesc

CFD

A description of the codes. Possible values include
(1) Annually, (2) Semiannually, (4) Quarterly, (12)
Monthly, as well as many others.

Coup Freq Cd Sht Desc

CpnFSDesc

CFSD

Description representing the frequency of coupon
payments for the asset.

Coupon

Coupon

cou

The interest rate that the issuer promises to pay to
the holder until maturity.

Coupon Description

CpnDesc

CD

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that
describes whether the coupon is paid at a fixed
rate, a variable rate, or floats off an index.

Coupon Frequency

CoupFreq

CF

Numerical abbreviation for Coupon Frequency
Description.

Coupon Payment Class

CpnClass

CC

Similar to Coupon Type in that it specifies the type
of coupon payment applicable to the asset. It
applies to Gov/Corps, Mortgage Pools and
Mortgage Generics.

Coupon Type

CpnType

CpnT

Specifies the type of coupon payment applicable to
the asset.

Coupon Type Cd Desc

CpnTpDesc

CTCD

A description of the codes. Possible values include
(FRFZ/FLT) Floating Rate – Floating then Zero,
(FXZC/DSC) Fixed – Zero Coupon, (FXPV/FIX)
Plain Vanilla Fixed Coupon. There are 29 codes.

Coupon Type Code Short Description

CpnTpShDesc

CTS

For the long code names listed above, the short
descriptions are: Flt then Zero, Zero Coupon and
Standard Fxd.

Curr Callable Flag

CurrCall

CCall

A Y/N flag indicating whether or not the bond is
currently callable. Such bonds have already
passed their first call date.

Currency

Cur

cur

The currency in which the security trades.

Currency Description

CurrDesc

CurD

Abbreviation for Currency Description.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Currency Scale

Cur.Sc

cursc

The relationship of a currency unit in which prices
are displayed to the standard currency unit.

Current PAC High

CurPacHigh

CPHI

Current prepayment speed for the high PAC band.
(This is a calculated value.)

Current PAC Low

CurPacLow

CPLO

Current prepayment speed for the low PAC band.
(This is a calculated value.)

Current Yield

Curr.Yield

CYLD

Coupon divided by price, expressed as a percent.

CUSIP

Cusip

cus

The CUSIP symbol for the stock.

Daily Percentage Change

PChg

dpc

The upward or downward change in the price of a
security expressed as a percentage.

Day Count Accr Cd

DayCountCd

DCC

A code representing the number of days in a
month and the number of days assumed in a year.
Possible values include (1) 30/360, (3) ACT/360,
(5) ACT/ACT, and a few others.

Day Count Accr Convent

DayCount

DC

The intra-period accrual convention for the asset
used in calculating accrued interest and price/yield.

Days To Deliver

Days2Del

dtd

The number of days remaining to the agreed upon
security delivery date, frequently applies to ForEx.

Days to Redemption

DaystoRedm

2tR

The number of days until the specified redemption
event (i.e. maturity, next call, worst, etc.).

Days To Settle

Days2Set

dts

The number of days remaining, in which an
executed order must be settled, frequently applies
to ForEx.

Db Type Desc

SecTpDesc

DTp

Specifies the class of debt including the type of
collateral backing the debt.

Db Type Short Desc

SecTpSDesc

STD

Shorter version of the class of Debt Type
Description

Deal Manager

DMr

DMr

Unique system identifier for this dealer manager.

Deal Type

DealType

DlT

Describes the general type of ABS, CMO or Whole
Loan CMO deal.

Debt Service

DSv

DSv

Code representing the debt service type.

Debt Service Description

DSvD

DSvD

Brief text description of the Debt Service.

Debt Service Short Description

DSvS

DSvS

Code representing the Debt Service.

Debt Type

DebtType

ST

Debt Type equals Security Type. It is a
classification of the asset according to a companydefined standard.

Debt Type Description

DebtDesc

DbT

Long names for Debt Type as well as more
detailed classifications of the asset.

Debt Type Short Desc

DebtSDesc

DTSD

Shorter version of the Debt Type Description

Default Date

DDt

DefDt

Date on which the material event occurred. Used
for municipal issues.

Default Description

DDsc

DDsc

Description of the type of material event. Used for
municipal issues.

Default Event

DEvt

DEvt

Code representing the type of material event that
has affected the asset. Used for municipal issues.

Default Event Description

DEvtD

DEvtD

Brief text description of the Default Event.

Delay Days

DelayDays

SSD

Applied to mortgages and CMOs. It is the actual
number of days after the coupon accumulation
period before the coupon payment is made.

Delivery Date

Del.Date

ddt

The delivery date for the agreed upon currency,
appalling only to ForEx vehicles.

Denomination Type

DnT

DnT

Code representing the Denomination type.

Denomination Type Description

DnD

DnD

Brief text description of the Denomination Type.

Deposit Date

Dep.Date

dd

The date of deposit of the forward rate agreement,
pertains only to ForEx vehicles.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Detailed Description

DetailDesc

DSD

A 30-character field that, when used in conjunction
with the Description, offers a detailed description of
the asset.

Discount Price

DiscPrc

DRt

The zero coupon bonds price based on the
discount, which is actually a yield.

Dividend

Dividend

div

The amount per share of the last dividend.

Dividend Ex-Date

Div.Date

xdd

The date before which shareholders are entitled to
receive the latest dividend amount.

Dividend Frequency

Div.Freq

frq

The period on which dividend payments are made.

Dividend Frequency Description

Div.Frq.Desc

frqd

Descriptive fields indicating how frequently a
company posts dividends information, either
Quarterly, Semi-Annually, or Annually.

Dividend Yield

Div.Yld

yld

For securities, the annualized dividend, which is
then divided by the last sale.

Domestic Settlement

DSV

DomSV

Brief description of the debt settlement type.

DS API Segment Subtype

SST

SST

Abbreviated code describing the DS API Segment
Subtype.

DS API Segment Subtype Description SSTD

SSTD

Brief description of the DS API Segment Subtype.

DS API Segment Type

SgT

SgT

Letter code representing the security type.

DS API Segment Type Description

SgD

SgD

Brief description of the DS API Segment Type.

DTC Eligible

DTCEligible

DTC

Yes/no flag specifying whether an issue is eligible
to be registered and exchanged through the
Depository Trust Company.

Earnings Per Share

EPS

eps

The total annual profits per share. (rolling year)

Econ Average Life

EcnAL

EAL

For mortgage-backed securities, the prepayment
model assumptions are used to derive econometric
average life and to calculate all derived values.
Average life is the average time to the return of all
principal cash flow (i.e. not including coupon cash
flow). For corporate and government securities,
The company determines the worst call and
sinking fund speed and the best put, and uses
these as assumptions as to the effective
redemption date of the bond.

Econ Average Life Dt

EcnAvgDt

EAD

As-of date for Econometric Average Life.

Econ Corp Convexity

EcnCCnvx

ECCx

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Econometric Average
Life. Convexity measures the degree of curvature
of the price/yield relationship at the given price.

Econ Corp Mac Duration

EcnCMacDur

ECmaD

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Econometric Average
Life. Macaulay duration is a measure of interest
rate risk and is calculated by taking a present
value weighted average of the time until receipt of
all cash flows.

Econ Corp Mod Duration

EcnCModDur

ECMD

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Econometric Average
Life. Like Macaulay duration, modified duration is a
measure of interest rate risk but is expressed such
that it represents the approximate percentage
change in price for an incremental change in yield.

Econ Corp OTR Point

EcnCOTRPnt

ECOP

The On-The-Run Treasury issue nearest to the
bond’s Econometric Average Life.

Econ Corp OTR Sprd

EcnCOTRSprd

ECOS

The difference between the yield on the bond and
the On-The-Run Treasury yield whose term is
closest to the average life of the security. Cash
flows and average life are derived using the
assumptions in the definition of Econometric
Average Life.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Econ Corp OTR Term

EcnOTRTm

EOT

The number of years to maturity of the On-TheRun Treasury that is nearest to the average life of
the security being analyzed. Cash flows and
average life are derived using the assumptions in
the definition of Econometric Average Life.

Econ Corp OTR Yield

EcnOTRYld

EOY

The yield on the On-The-Run Treasury whose term
is closest to the average life of the security.

Econ Corp Std Sprd

EcnCStdSprd

ECSS

The difference between the yield on the bond and
the yield on the corresponding point of the
Treasury curve. This differs from the OTR spread
in that the treasury yield is interpolated from the
two On-The-Run issues that bracket the average
life, rather than set equal to the nearest On-TheRun issue.

Econ Corp Yield

EcnCYld

ECY

The corporate bond equivalent (30/360) cash flow
yield using the cash flow assumptions described in
the definition of Econometric Average Life.

Econ Corporate DV01

EcnCDV01

EC01

The approximate change in price for a security
given a one basis point change in corporate bond
equivalent yield. Calculated using the cash flow
assumptions described in the definition of
Econometric Average Life.

Econ Discount Margin

EcnCDiscMgn

EDM

Used to analyze floating rate securities. The
spread over the index rate that results in discount
rates that produce a present value of discounted
cash flows equal to the settlement price.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in Econometric Average Life.

Econ Discount Rate

EcnDiscRt

EDR

Discount rate is the convention for quoting bids
and offers on discount instruments such as
Treasury bills and Agency Discount Notes.

Econ Equivalent PSA

EcnEqPSA

EEqP

Calculated by first applying the prepayment model
to mortgage-backed securities to compute cash
flows and a resultant average life. Then, the PSA
prepayment speed that would be needed to arrive
at the same average life is computed. This is
known as an Equivalent PSA speed.

Econ Prepay Model

EcnPPMdl

EPpM

The model is used to compute econometric cash
flows for mortgage securities. An econometric
prepay model differs from PSA in that it uses the
impact of historical interest rates to project a
security’s future course of prepayments, given
subsequent moves in interest rates.

Econ Prepay Speed

EcnPPSpd

EPpS

The speed used to compute econometric cash
flows for the current mortgage security. Defaults to
100.

Econ Principal End Dt

EcnEndDt

EED

Principal end date is the last date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Econometric cash
flows.

Econ Principal Start Dt

EcnStartDt

ESD

Principal start date is the first date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Econometric cash
flows.

Econ Redem Date

EcnRedmDt

ERD

Redemption date is the date on which a
government/corporate bond is expected to be
redeemed. The company determines the worst call
and sinking fund speed and the best put, and uses
these as assumptions to select the most likely
econometric redemption date. For mortgages and
CMOs, the effective date of the last cash payments
on the security, using the prepayment model to
determine that date.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Econ Redem Event

EcnRedmEvnt

ERE

The event that caused the bond to be redeemed.
The Scheduled Average Life is an exception to the
rule. It is an average life date, not a redemption
date.

Econ Redem Index

EcnRedemInx

ERI

(Blank) Integer value identifying the redemption
event.

Econ Redem Price

EcnRedmPrc

ERPr

The price (as a percentage of par) at which the
security is assumed to be put, called, or matured
on the Econometric Redem Date.

Econ Sink Speed

EcnSinkSpd

ESS

For sinking fund bonds, indicates the sink speed
used in the cash flow assumptions.

Econ Spot Analytic Sprd

EcnSpotSprd

ESAS

The difference between the yield on the bond and
the yield on the corresponding point (of Treasury
spot curve) that is equal to the average life of the
security. Cash flows and average life are derived
using the assumptions in the definition of
Econometric Average Life.

Econ Stand OTR Sprd

EcSdOTRSprd

EOS

The difference between the econometric standard
yield on the bond and the On-The-Run Treasury
yield whose term is closest to the average life of
the security. (See Econometric Standard Yield)

Econ Stand OTR Term

EcSdOTRTm

ESTm

The number of years to maturity of the On-TheRun Treasury that is nearest to the average life of
the security being analyzed.

Econ Stand OTR Yld

EcSdOTRYld

ESOY

The yield on the On-The-Run Treasury whose term
is closest to the average life of the security.

Econ Standard Yield

EcnSdYld

ESY

The yield on the bond calculated with the day
count specific to the security. Standard yield
should be used, instead of Corporate yield, when
looking at bonds with day counts different from
30/360. Calculated using the cash flow
assumptions described in the definition of
Econometric Average Life.

Econ Years To Redem

EcnYrRedm

EYR

The number of years to Econometric Redemption
Date.

Effect Annl Flux Scr Dt

FluxScrDt

FSD

The effective date for the annual flux score.

Effective Date

Eff.Date

edt

The date that the last sale price is effective.

Effective Factor Date

FactorDt

FaD

Effective date for the Factor.

EOM Amount Outstdg

EOMAmtOut

EAO

The amount outstanding for the issue as of the end
of the prior month.

EOM Coupon Return

EOMCoupRtn

ECR

The return arising from coupon interest payments
since the end of the prior month.

EOM Fitch Rating

EOMFitch

EF

The Fitch rating as of the end of the prior month.

EOM Fitch Rating Chg

EOMFitchChg

EFC

The change in Fitch rating between the end of the
prior month and yesterday’s close. The value is
expressed as an integer representing the increase
(or decrease) in rating scores.

EOM Moody Rating

EOMMdy

EOMM

The Moody’s rating as of the end of the prior
month.

EOM Moody Rating Chg

EOMMdyChg

EOMMC

The change in Moody’s rating between the end of
the prior month and yesterday's close. The value is
expressed as an integer representing the increase
(or decrease) in rating scores.

EOM Option Adj Duration

EOMOADur

EOD

The option-adjusted duration for the security as of
the end of the prior month.

EOM Option Adj Sprd

EOMOAS

EOAS

The option-adjusted spread on the security as of
the end of the prior month.

EOM Option Ajd Sprd Chg

EOMOASChg

EOC

The change in option-adjusted spread between the
end of the prior month and yesterday's close.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

EOM Payment

EndMoPay

EOMP

The indictor specifying whether payments are
made on the last day of the month or on the
anniversary day of the maturity.

EOM Prepay Model

EOMPPMdl

EPM

The prepayment model used to calculate the EOM
yield values.

EOM Prepay Spd

EOMPPSpd

EOMPS

The speed used with the EOM Prepay Model to
calculate the EOM yield values.

EOM Price

EOMPrice

EPR

The closing price of the security as of the last
business day of the prior month.

EOM Price Change

EOMPrChg

EPC

The change in price between the last business day
of the prior month and yesterday’s close.

EOM Price Return

EOMPrRtn

EPPR

The return on the security that arises from a
change in price since the end of the prior month.

EOM Principal Return

EOMPrincRtn

EPRt

The return on principal payments received by
investors since the end of the prior month.
Principal payments can come from sinking funds,
calls, scheduled principal payouts, or
prepayments.

EOM Reinvest Return

EOMReinvRtn

ERR

The return arising from the earned interest on all
the cash flows paid out and reinvested since the
end of the prior month.

EOM SP Rating

EOMSP

EOMSP

The Standard and Poor’s rating at the end of the
prior month.

EOM SP Rating Chg

EOMSPChg

EOMSPC

The change in Standard and Poor’s rating between
the end of the prior month and yesterday’s close.
The value is expressed as an integer representing
the increase (or decrease) in rating scores.

EOM Total Return

EOMTotRet

EOmTR

The total cash flow payments made to investors
since the end of the prior month. Total cash flow
includes accrued interest, coupon income,
principal payments, price change, and interest on
reinvested cash flows.

EOM Wst Corp Mod Dur

EOMWtMdDur

EWCD

A measure of interest risk representing the
percentage change in value per unit shift in the
yield curve as of the end of the prior month.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Worst Average Life.

EOM Wst Corp Yield

EOMWtYld

EWCY

The corporate bond equivalent cash flow yield as
of the end of the prior month. Calculated using the
cash flow assumptions described in the definition
of the Worst Average Life.

EOM Wst Corp Yld Chg

EOMWtYldChg

EWCC

The change in worst corp yield between the end of
the prior month and yesterday’s close. Calculated
using the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of the Worst Average Life.

EOM Wst Yrs To Redm

EOMWtYrRdm

EOMWR

The number of years to Worst Redemption Date as
of the end of the prior month.

Equity Ticker

Ticker

Tkr

The equity ticker for the issuer of the bond. NYSE
ticker is used if one exists.

Escrow Agent

EsA

EsA

Unique system identifier for this escrow agent.

Escrow Type

EsT

EsTy

Code representing the type of collateral held in
escrow.

Escrow Type Description

ETD

EsTyD

Brief text description of the Escrow Type.

Estimated Earnings

Est.Earn

est

The projected earning per share for the next fiscal
year.

Euroclear Number

EcN

EcN

The numbering scheme associated with the
principal clearing systems in the Eurobond market.
Applies mainly to international equities.

Event sequence number

Evnt.SeqNo

eseqno

The Ethernet packet number.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Exact Net Coupon Bin

ExactNetBin

ENB

Net coupon is one of the characteristics that define
a mortgage aggregate. This indicates the method
used for grouping pools by net coupon. If yes, net
coupon is an exact multiple of 0.125.

Exchange Agent

ExA

ExA

An agent, usually a broker or a bank, appointed by
a company to administer the exchange/swapping
of shares of the company.

Exchange Symbol

ExChg.Sym

exsym

The exchange identifier representing the symbol.

Extended Terms Flag

ExtTerm

ExtTerm

Indicates whether there is a provision to extend the
maturity date. An extendible note is usually
extendible at the option of the issuer, but
occasionally at the option of the holder.

Factor

Factor

Fac

The current unpaid balance as a percentage of the
original principal amount of the mortgage pool or
CMO.

FFIEC Dn 300 Avg Life

FFIECDnAL

FDAL

For CMOs, the average life calculated from cash
flows generated by shifting the yield curve down
300 basis points and applying FFIEC Down 300
Prepay Speed to the underlying collateral.

FFIEC Dn 300 Pass

FFIECDnPs

FDP

A yes/no flag indicating whether the tranche
passed the FFIEC test for the “down 300”
scenario.

FFIEC Dn 300 PP Spd

FFIECDnPP

FDPP

PSA speed used for the underlying collateral for
cash flow calculations in the “down 300” scenario.

FFIEC Dn 300 Price

FFIECDnPr

DFP

The price calculated for the tranche in the FFIEC
test in the “down 300” scenario.

FFIEC Exem Fltr

FFIECExtFlt

FFF

A yes/no flag indicating whether the tranche is
exempt from the FFIEC test because it is an
eligible floater.

FFIEC Overall Pass

FFIEC Pass

FOPS

A yes/no flag indicating whether the tranche
passes the FFIEC test.

FFIEC Up 300 Avg Life

FFIECUpAL

FUAL

For CMOs, the average life calculated from cash
flows generated by shifting the yield curve up 300
basis points and applying FFIEC Up 300 Prepay
Speed to the underlying collateral.

FFIEC Up 300 Pass

FFIECUpP

FUPA

Yes/no flag indicating whether the given tranche
passed the FFIEC test for the “up 300” scenario.

FFIEC Up 300 PP Spd

FFIECUPPP

FUPP

The PSA speed used for the underlying collateral
for cash flow calculations in the “up 300” scenario.

FFIEC Up 300 Price

FFIECUPPr

FUPr

The price calculated for the tranche in the FFIEC
test in the “up 300” scenario.

FFIEC Z Sft PP Spd

FFIEC0SftPP

FZPr

FFIEC Zero Shift Prepay Speed is a street
consensus PSA speed.

FFIEC Zero Sft AL

FFIEC0SftAL

FZAL

The average life of the tranche using the
consensus PSA speed in the zero shift scenario.

Financials Filed Flag

FinFile

FF

A y/n flag indicating whether the reporting entity is
required to file with the SEC or comparable
government agency.

First Coupon Date

FirstCpnDt

FCD

Date of the first coupon for the asset if the first
coupon date does not fall within the regular
payment cycle of the asset. Used to calculate
long/short first payment amount for the purposes of
cash flow determination.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Fitch IBCA Rating

FRt

FRt

An opinion on the ability of an entity or of a
securities issue to meet financial commitments,
such as interest, preferred dividends, or repayment
of principal, on a timely basis. Fitch credit ratings
apply to a variety of entities and issues, including
but not limited to sovereigns, governments,
structured financings, and corporations; debt,
preferred/preference stock, bank loans, and
counter-parties; as well as the financial strength of
insurance companies and financial guarantors.

Fitch IBCA Rating Date

FRD

FRD

The date on which Fitch IBCA issued the rating
opinion.

Fitch Rating

FitchRat

Fch

The current Fitch published or announced rating.

Fitch Rating Effect Dt

FitchDate

FchD

The effective date of the current Fitch rating

Flags

Flags

flg

A marker field specifying a market condition on a
security.

Float Offset Increment

FltOffset

FOI

Increment added to the current interest rate
calculation on a floating rate index.

Float Rate Index Mult

FltMult

FMp

Coefficient by which index rate is multiplied when
calculating the current coupon interest rate on a
floating rate note. The floater coupon interest rate
is calculated as: interest rate = float multiplier *
index rate + float offset.

Float Rate Index Type

FltIndex

FI

The index used in the reset calculation for the
bond (such as the 3-month US LIBOR).

Float Rate Lifetime Cap

FltLifeCap

FLC

The current maximum coupon rate to which the
asset can be reset.

Float Rate Lifetime Flr

FltLifeFlr

FLF

The current minimum coupon rate to which the
asset can be reset.

Float Rate Period Cap

Flt%Cap

FPC

The maximum interest rate increase limitation per
interest adjustment.

Float Rate Period Floor

Flt%Flr

FPF

The minimum interest rate decrease limitation per
interest adjustment.

Floating Interest Formula

FlF

FlF

Index coefficient by which index rate is multiplied
when calculating the current interest rate on a
floating rate index. The floater interest rate is
calculated as: Interest Rate = Float Multiplier *
Index Rate +/- Float Off-set.

Floating Rate Coupon

Floater

Flt

Yes/no flag that indicates whether the bond has a
floating rate coupon.

Forward Price/Earnings Ratio

PE.Forward

fpe

The price/earnings ratio based upon estimated
earnings instead of real earnings.

Gross Coupon

GrossCoup

GC

Weighted average of the loan rates for the
mortgages in the pool. Also known as WAC, an
acronym for Weighted Average Coupon.

High

High

hi

The highest price reached for the day.

High Bate

High.Bate

hibt

The transaction type updating the high price, either
bid, ask, or trade, applies only to commodities,
futures, and options.

High Bid Yield

HighBYld

HBY

The highest bond bid yield reached for the day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

High Modifier Code

High.Mod

himc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the daily high.

High Trade

Hi.Trd

hitr

The highest trade price of the day.

High Trade Mod

HTR.Mod

hitmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the high trade.

Indicative Price

Ind.Prc

InPrc

The result of spread of the bond off the treasury
curve.

Indicative Price Redemption Date

Ind.Red.Dt

InRedDt

The date of the indicative price action.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Indicative Price Redemption Type

Ind.Red.Ty

InRedTy

The redemption type used to determine the
redemption event used in the indicative price.

Indicative Yield

Ind.Yld

InYld

The dividend or coupon rate stated as a
percentage of the security's present market price.

Industry

Industry

Ind

The company’s main industry or line of business
displayed in an abbreviated form.

Industry Code

Ind.Code

IC

Numeric identifier associated with the company’s
main industry or line of business.

Industry Description

IndDesc

IndD

Specifies a more detailed breakout (sub industry)
of the company's industry.

Industry Sector

IS

IS

Brief text description of the Industry Sector.

Industry Sector Description

ISD

ISD

Brief text description of the Industry Sector.

Industry Sub-sector

IsS

IsS

Brief text description of the Industry Sub-sector.

Industry Sub-sector Description

IsSD

IsSD

Abbreviated text description of the Industry Subsector.

Information Agent

InA

InA

Unique system identifier for the Information agent.

Informational Ask

Inf.Ask

infa

The before or after market hour price quoted to sell
the stock.

Informational Ask Modifier

Inf.Ask.Mod

infamc

The before or after market hour codes describing
certain conditions that may occur in association
with the ask price.

Informational Ask Size

Inf.Ask.Sz

infasz

The before or after market hour number of shares
of stock for sale at the ask price.

Informational Ask Time

Inf.Ask.Tm

infatm

The before or after market hour time at which the
ask price was posted.

Informational Bid

Inf.Bid

infb

The before or after market hour price quoted in the
market to buy the stock.

Informational Bid Modifier

Inf.Bid.Mod

infbmc

The before or after market hour codes describing
certain conditions that may occur in association
with the bid price.

Informational Bid Size

Inf.Bid.Sz

infbsz

The before or after market hour number of shares
of stock for sale at the bid price.

Informational Bid Time

Inf.Bid.Tm

infbtm

The before or after market hour time at which the
bid price was posted.

Informational Change

Inf.Chg

infchg

The before or after market hour changes in the
price of a stock.

Informational Modifier

Inf.Mod

infmc

The before or after market hour codes describing
certain conditions that may occur in association
with the price of a stock

Informational Price

Inf.Price

infp

The before or after market hour price of a stock.

Informational Size

Inf.Size

infsz

The before or after market hour number of shares
traded.

Informational Time

Inf.Time

inftm

The before or after market hour time at which the
price of a stock was posted.

Inside

Inside

ins

The best bid or offer for a stock.

Inside Size

Inside Size

inssz

The size of the inside bid and ask.

Interest Cd Desc

IntDesc

IntD

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that
describes how coupon cash flows from the
collateral pass to the tranche.

Interest Class Cd

InterestCd

ICC

The CMO tranche characteristic that describes
how coupon cash flows from the collateral pass to
the tranche.

Intermediate Period Volatility

Interm.Vlt

ipvlt

The historic three-month volatility of the security.

Intermediate Period Volatility (bid)
Price

IntVolPri

IntVolP

The historic three-month volatility on the bid price
of a bond, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Intermediate Period Volatility (bid)
Yield

IntVolYld

IntVolY

The historic three-month volatility on the bid yield
of a bond, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.

Interval Money Flow

Flow

flo

The net dollars amount of market value
represented by the net tick volume for the total
market of listed common stocks. It represents the
net dollar pressure on the market as a whole by
calculating the change for the day multiplied by the
volume.

Investment Advisor

IA1

IA1

Unique system identifier for this investment
advisor.

Investment Advisor (2)

IA2

IA2

Unique system identifier for this investment
advisor.

ISIN Identifier

ISN

ISN

International Securities Identification Number.

Issue

Issue

Issue

Unique short name to identify the issuer of a CMO.

Issue Date

IssueDt

Idt

The initial settlement date of a security.

Issuer Description

IssuerDsc

IsDesc

The long name of the company.

Issuer Identification

Series

Ser

The unique System-assigned 16 digit hexadecimal
code for the particular issuer.

Issuer ISO Country Code

ISO

ISO

The ISO abbreviation for the country.

Issuer Name

IssuerNm

IsName

The short name of the company.

Kassa Price (German)

Kassa.Prc

kp

A special “house” price used on the German
exchanges as the official price of the asset (equity)
at the market close each day.

Last Change Date

LastChg

LC

The last date on which asset structure information
(terms and conditions) was changed in the system.

Last Coupon Date

LastCpnDt

LCD

Last coupon or dividend payment date prior to
maturity of the asset. It is used to calculate
long/short last payment amount for cash flow
determination or accrued interest.

Last Given

Given

lg

The last bid transacted on a market having a
bid/ask spread, only applies to ForEx markets.

Last Given Time

Given.Time

lgtm

The time of last given event, only applies to ForEx
markets.

Last Paid

Paid

lppr

The last ask transacted on a market having a
bid/ask spread, only applies to ForEx markets.

Last Paid Time

Paid.Time

lpdtm

The time of last paid event, only applies to ForEx
markets.

Last Price

L.Price

lp

The latest reported value for the security, either
bid, ask, or trade, applies only to commodities,
futures, and options.

Last Price Bate

LP.Bate

lpbt

The transaction type updating the last price on the
security, either bid, ask, or trade, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Last Price Combined Range

LP.Comb.Rng

lpcr

For commodities, the single last price or the dual
last price range with the last bate indicator.

Last Price Mod

LP.Mod

lpmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the last price, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Last Price Range

LP.Range

lpr

The two values that delineate a beginning and an
ending value for a specified time frame, which can
vary between exchanges, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Last Price Range Bate

LPR.Bate

lprbt

The transaction type updating the last price range
on a security, either bid, ask, or trade, applies only
to commodities, futures, and options.

Last Price Range Mod

LPR.Mod

lprmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the last price range, applies
only to commodities, futures, and options.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Last Price Time

LP.Time

lprtm

The time that the latest reported value for the
security was posted, applies only to commodities,
futures, and options.

Last Sale

Last

ls

The price of the latest trade.

Last Sale + Net Change

Ls+Ch

lspch

The last sale price of the stock plus the change in
the stock price for the day.

Last Sale Exchange

Last.ExChg

lex

The identifier representing the exchange reporting
the last sale.

Last Sale Modifier Code

Last.Mod

lsmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the last sale.

Last Sale Plus Last Tick

Last+Tick

lsptk

The last sale price with the last sale tick indicator.

Last Sale Size

Size

lsz

The number of shares traded at the time and price
of the last sale.

Last Sale Tick

Tick

tik

An indicator specifying the direction of the change
in the last sale price of a stock, either + or -.

Last Sale Tick Direction

Dir

lsd

The upward or downward change in the last sale
price of a stock.

Last Sale Time

Time

ltm

The time at which the corresponding “last sale”
occurred.

Last Update Time

LastUpDtTm

Upd

The last time at which the stock updated.

Last Value

L.Value

lv

The settlement price displays as last value, if the
data is available. Otherwise, the last value
displayed is last sale. If neither is available, the last
value is the previous day settlement. This applies
only in conjunction with commodities class
vehicles.

Last Value Plus Bate

LV.Bate

lvpb

The last sale price combined with the last bate
indicator.

Last/Bid

LS/Bid

lsbid

The last sale price on a stock divided by the bid
price.

Last/Bid Change for the Day

LS/Bid.Net

lsbdac

The change from the current last sale price divided
by the bid price and compared to yesterday’s same
information.

Last/Bid Plus Tick

LS/Bid + Tick

lsbptck

The last sale price on a stock divided by the bid
price plus an indicator specifying the directional
change in the price.

Last/Bid Tick

LS/Bid.Tick

lsbtk

An indicator specifying the directional change in
the last sale price of a stock divided by the bid
price, either + or -.

Last/Info

lsinf

lSIN

An indicator specifying the directional change in
the last sale price of a stock divided by the bid
price, either + or -.

Last/OC Bid change for the Day

LS/OCBid.Net

lsocbch

The last sale price on a stock divided by the official
closing bid change for the day.

Law Firm Name

LFN

LFN

The names of all firms or individuals providing
legal opinions. Such firms or individuals may
include: firms or individuals passing on the validity
of the offered security(s); firms or individuals relied
upon by the firms passing on the validity; firms or
individuals giving counsel regarding tax or other
matters.

Letter-of-Credit Bank

LCB

LCB

The bank providing the mechanism that allows
importers to offer secure terms to exporters.

Letter-of-Credit Expiration Date

LCX

LCX

Expiration date for the letter of credit.

Letter-of-Credit Type

LCT

LCT

Abbreviated description of the Letter-of-Credit
Type.

Letter-of-Credit Type Description

LCTD

LCTD

Brief text description of the Letter-of-Credit Type.

Lifetime High

Life.High

lhi

The highest price reached in the stock’s history.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Lifetime High (bid) Price

LifeHigh

LifeHiP

The highest bid price the vehicle achieved in its
history.

Lifetime High (bid) Yield

LifeHiYld

LifeHiY

The highest bid yield the vehicle achieved in its
history.

Lifetime High Date

Life.High.D

lhid

The date on which the stock reached its all-time
high.

Lifetime High Date

LifeHiDt

LifeHiD

The date on which the stock reached the highest
price.

Lifetime Low

Life.Low

llo

The lowest price reached in the stock’s history.

Lifetime Low (bid) Price

LifeLow

LifeLoP

The lowest bid price the vehicle achieved in its
history.

Lifetime Low (bid) Yield

LifeLoYld

LifeLoY

The lowest bid yield the vehicle achieved in its
history.

Lifetime Low Date

Life.Low.D

llod

The date on which the stock reached its all-time
low.

Lifetime Low Date

LifeLoDt

LifeLoD

The date on which the stock reached the lowest
price.

Location Code

LocCd

Loc

A location code for the bond.

Location Description

LocDesc

Lde

A location code for the bond. In earlier days of
EJV, we would allow users to create their own
securities and save them in our database. Bonds
that came from the EJV database would have a loc
of “E”. Bonds from the user’s database on our site
server would have a loc of “L”.

Long Period Volatility

Long.Vlt

lpvlt

The historic six-month volatility of the security.

Long Period Volatility (bid) Price

LngVolPri

LngVolP

The historic six-month volatility on the bid price of
a bond, applies only bonds traded on exchanges.

Long Period Volatility (bid) Yield

LngVolYld

LngVolY

The historic six-month volatility on the bid yield of a
bond, applies only bonds traded on exchanges.

Low

Low

lo

The lowest price reached for the day.

Low Bate

Low.Bate

lobt

The transaction type updating the low price, either
bid, ask, or trade, applies only to commodities,
futures, and options.

Low Bid Yield

LowBYld

LBY

The lowest bid yield on a bond reached for the
day, applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Low Modifier Code

Low.Mod

lomc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the low.

Low Trade

Lo.Trd

lotr

The lowest trade price of the day.

Low Trade Mod

LTR.Mod

lotmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the low trade.

Market Capitalization

MCap

mcp

The comparison of last sale price multiplied by the
shares outstanding in order to calculate the total
value of a stock.

Market Makers

MMs

mms

The identifier representing the Market Maker
posting a quote.

Mat Average Life

MatAL

MAL

The average life of the security, calculated with the
cash flow assumption that corporate and
government securities trade to maturity. For
mortgage-backed securities and asset-backed
securities, the company derives maturity average
life from the prepayment model and speed used to
calculate the Maturity Average Life Date.

Mat Corp Convexity

MatCCnvx

MCC

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Maturity Average Life.
Convexity measures the degree of curvature of the
price/yield relationship at the given price. It can
also be thought of as the rate of change of the
bond's modified duration for a given change in the
bond's yield.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Mat Corp DV01

MatCDV01

MCDV

Approximate change in price for a one basis point
change in corporate bond equivalent yield.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Maturity Average Life.

Mat Corp Mac Duration

MaCMacDur

MCMACD

Using the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of Maturity Average Life, it is the
weighted average time until cash flow payments.
The weights are the present values of the cash
flows.

Mat Corp Mod Duration

MatCModDur

MCMD

Using the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of Maturity Average Life, it is the
approximate percentage change in price per 100
basis points change in yield.

Mat Corp OTR Point

MatCOTRPnt

MCOP

The On-The-Run Treasury issue nearest to the
Maturity Average Life of the bond being analyzed.

Mat Corp OTR Sprd

MatCOTRSprd

MCOS

The difference in basis points between the
corporate bond equivalent yield and the yield on
the nearest On-The-Run Treasury. Calculated
using the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of Maturity Average Life.

Mat Corp OTR Term

MatCOTRTm

MCOT

The term to maturity (in years) to Maturity Corp
OTR Point.

Mat Corp OTR Yield

MatCOTRYld

MCOY

The yield on the On-The-Run Treasury issue
identified by the Maturity Corp OTR Point.

Mat Corp Standard Sprd

MatCStdSprd

MCSS

This spread is computed by taking the difference
between the yield on the bond and the
corresponding yield on the treasury curve. This
differs from the OTR spread in that the treasury
yield is interpolated from the two On-The-Run
issues that bracket the average life of the bond
being analyzed.

Mat Corp Yield

MatCYld

MCY

The corporate bond equivalent (30/360) cash flow
yield using the cash flow assumptions described in
the definition of Maturity Average Life.

Mat Discount Margin

MatDiscMgn

MDM

Used to analyze floating rate securities. The
spread over the index rate that results in discount
rates that produce a present value of discounted
cash flows equal to the settlement price.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in Maturity Average Life.

Mat Discount Rate

MatDiscRt

MDR

Discount rate is the convention for quoting bids
and offers on discount instruments such as
Treasury bills and agency discount notes.

Mat Equivalent PSA

MatEqPSA

MEP

The PSA speed that results in the same average
life as that computed using Maturity Prepay Model.

Mat Prepay Model

MatPPMdl

MPM

The Maturity Prepay Model is PSA. The PSA
speed is an “average life-equivalent" PSA speed
converted from the prepayment model and speed
used to calculate last night’s closing value, (if for
example, PSA was not the model).

Mat Prepay Speed

MatPPSpd

MPPS

The PSA speed used to compute the cash flows
and derived values for the given security.

Mat Principal End Dt

MatPrnEndDt

MPE

Principal end date is the last date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Maturity cash flows.

Mat Principal Start Dt

MatPrnStDt

MPS

Principal start date is the first date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Maturity cash flows.

Mat Redemption Date

MatRedemDt

MPR

For corporate and government securities, the
company calculates cash flows to the maturity
date.

Mat Redemption Event

MatRedemEvt

MRE

Maturity for corporates and governments.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Mat Redemption Index

MatRedemInx

MRI

Currently blank. An integer value identifying the
redemption event that was assumed in calculating
cash flows.

Mat Redemption Price

MatRedemPrc

MRP

The price (as a percentage of par) at maturity.

Mat Sink Speed

MatSinkSpd

MSS

For sinking fund bonds, indicates the sink speed
used in the cash flow assumptions.

Mat Spot Analytic Sprd

MatSpotSprd

MSP

The difference between the yield on the bond and
the yield on the corresponding point (Treasury spot
curve) that is equal to the average life of the
security. Cash flows and average life are derived
using the assumptions in the definition of Maturity
Average Life.

Mat Stand OTR Spread

MtSdOTRSprd

MSOS

The difference between the Standard yield on the
bond and the On-The-Run Treasury yield whose
term is closest to the average life of the security.
(See Maturity Standard Yield)

Mat Stand OTR Term

MtSdOTRTm

MST

The number of years to maturity of the On-TheRun Treasury that is nearest to the maturity of the
bond being analyzed.

Mat Stand OTR Yield

MtSdOTRYld

MSOY

The yield to maturity of the On-The-Run Treasury
used for the calculation of the OTR spread.

Mat Standard Yield

MatStdYld

MSY

The yield on the bond calculated with the day
count specific to the security. Standard yield
should be used, instead of Corporate yield, when
looking at bonds with day counts different from
30/360. Calculated using the cash flow
assumptions described in the Maturity Average
Life.

Mat Type Cd Desc

MatTpDesc

MD

Indicates how income is paid upon maturity or
expiration of the instrument.

Mat Years To Redem

MatYrs2Redm

MYR

The number of years from the settlement date to
the maturity date.

Maturity Date

Mat.Date

mat

For bonds the date that the bond principle
becomes due and payable. For warrants, the date
that the holder’s right to buy common stock at the
strike price expires. For options, the date before
the option must be exercised or converted into the
number of shares of the underlying security. For
commodities, the date the holder takes delivery of
the commodity.

Maturity Type

MatType

MType

An abbreviation of Maturity Type Description.

Mid

Mid

mid

The mid point between the best ask and bid.

Mid Tick Direction

Mid.Dir

mtd

The Up or Down arrow indicator specifying the
directional move in mid point between the best ask
and bid.

Mid Yield

MidYld

MYield

The mid point between the best ask and bid yield
on a bond, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.

Mnemonic Collateral Tp

MnemCollat

MP

Mnemonic code that identifies the type of collateral
underlying a given CMO deal.

Mnemonic Pool Type

MnemPool

MY

One of the defining characteristics for grouping
pools for aggregation.

Month End (bid) Price

MnthEndPr

MoEndP

The bid side price of the bond at the end of the
prior month, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges..

Month End (bid) Yield

MnthEndYld

MoEndYl

The bid side yield of the bond at the end of the
prior month, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.

Moody Cr Watch Desc

MdyCWDesc

MnC

Forecasts the possible change in credit rating for
the asset.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Moody Credit Watch

MdyCW

MCW

The current Moody’s published or announced
rating.

Moody Credit Watch Dt

MdyCWDt

MWD

The effective date for Moody’s Credit Watch.

Moody Rating

MdyRating

MR

The currently published or announced rating from
Moody’s.

Moody Rating Date

MdyRateDt

MDRD

The date on which the Moody’s rating was
effective for the bond.

Mortgage Insurance

MI

MI

Insurance which protects mortgage lenders against
loss in the event of default by the borrower. This
allows lenders to make loans with lower down
payments. The federal government offers MI
through HUD/FHA; private entities offer MI for
conventional loans.

Mortgage Insurance Description

MID

MIDesc

Code specifying the type of insurance policy that
guarantees the payment of the underlying
mortgages associated with the municipal security.

Most Recent Ask Date

LastAskDt

LstAkDt

The most recent date on which a stock was asked.

Most Recent Bid Date

LastBidDt

LstBdDt

The most recent date on which a stock was bided.

Most Recent Trade Date

LastTrdDt

LstTrDt

The most recent date on which a stock was traded.

MTN Flag

MTN

MTN

A y/n flag indicating that a security is a Medium
Term Note.

Muni Refund Date

MRD

MRD

Date on which the municipal security is called.

Muni Refund Price

MRPrc

MRPrc

The price bondholders receive at redemption.

Muni Refund Type

MRT

MRT

Code representing the type of refunding event.

Muni Refund Type Description

MRTD

MRTD

Brief text description of the Muni Refund Type

Net Change Tick

Net.Tick

dctd

An indicator specifying the directional change in
the price of a stock for the day, either + or -.

Net Coupon Bin

NetCpnBin

NCB

Net coupon is one of the characteristics that define
a mortgage aggregate. The net coupon interval
used to group pools into aggregates is 0.125.

Net Coupon Rate

NetCpn

NC

The pass-through coupon rate on a mortgage pool.
Net coupon is equal to the gross coupon (also
called WAC) minus servicing fees. Net coupon is
the same as coupon rate.

Net/Info

Netinf

ETIN

The directional moves of a security, either, up,
down, or unchanged.

News Alert

News

news

A flag notifying the user that there is a news story
on the security.

News Alert Status

NAStat

nas

Numeric indicator specifying the status of news
events associated with the symbol.

News Alert Time

News.Time

ntm

The time that the news alert was triggered.

News Alert Vendor

NVendor

nvdr

The news story contributor.

News Retrieval ID

News RetID

NWSRID

News story sequence number.

News Story ID

News.Id

nwsid

The unique news story ID number.

Next Call

Nxt.Call

ncall

The redemption price on the call.

Next Call Date

NxtCall

NCD

The next date on which the issuer can call the
bond (redeem it before maturity).

Next Call Price

NextCallPr

NCP

The redemption price on the next scheduled call
date.

Next Pay Date

NPD

NPD

Date on which the next coupon payment will be
made.

Next Payment Reset Dt

PayResetDt

NPRD

The next date on which the payment will be reset.

Next Put Date

NextPutDt

NP

The date of the next scheduled put.

Next Put Price

NxtPutPr

NPP

The redemption price on the next scheduled put
date.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Next Rate Reset Date

NResetDt

NRD

The next date on which the rate will be reset.

Next Sink Amount

NxtSinkAmt

NSA

The scheduled sinking fund amount on the next
scheduled sinking fund date.

Next Sink Date

NxtSink

NS

The next scheduled date on which the issuer can
or must make a sinking fund redemption.

Nominal Original Sprd

OrigSprd

OS

Nominal (original) spread, in basis points, over the
Treasury benchmark when the bond was issued.

Nominal Price

Nominal.Prc

nprc

A Hong Kong market construct indicating the
current exchange-based price on a given vehicle.

Normal Market Size

NMk.sz

nmsz

A UK equities measurement that allows a broker
dealing in more than six times the normal market
size to delay reporting of the trade.

Num of Days Accrued

DaysAccr

DA

The number of days used to calculate accrued
interest for the given settlement date.

Number of Pools

NumofPools

NOP

The number of an actual mortgage pool in the
agency pool database.

OA Zero Vol Equiv PSD

OAZVolPSA

ZVP

The PSA speed that results in the same average
life as that generated with the option-adjusted
prepayment model and speed at zero volatility.
This provides a sense of the prepayment speed
used in the option-adjusted calculations.

Obligated Corporation

ObC

ObC

The name of the corporation.

Official Closing Ask

OCAsk

ocask

The closing Ask price at the end of the trading day,
applies only the Nasdaq exchange.

Official Closing Ask Time

OCAskT

ocasktm

The time of the official closing ask price, applies
only the Nasdaq exchange.

Official Closing Bid

OCBid

ocbid

The closing Bid price at the end of the trading day,
applies only the Nasdaq exchange.

Official Closing Bid Net Change

OCBidChg

ocbidch

The change from the current bid to yesterday’s
closing bid, applies only the Nasdaq exchange.

Official Closing Bid Time

OCBidT

ocbidtm

The time of the official closing bid price, applies
only the Nasdaq exchange.

Official Closing Price

Official.Cl

ofcl

The closing price of the bond at the end of the
trading day, applies only to bonds trading on
exchanges.

OI Activity Type

OI.Act

oiact

The order indication type.

OI Broker

OI.Broker

oibkr

The ID of the broker posting the indication.

OI Minutes to Expiration

OI.M2X

oim2x

The time remaining until the price on the indication
expires.

OI Price/Descriptor

OI.Price

oiprc

The qualifiers that may be associated with the type
of indication.

OI Targeted Flag

OI.Target

oitrg

The sign designating whether or not the indication
is targeted.

OI Ticker Symbol

OI.Symbol

oisym

The symbol for the stock.

OI Time of Indication

OI.Time

oitm

The time that the broker posted the indication.

OI Volume/Descriptor

OI.Vol

oivol

The share amount involved in the indication.

Open

Open

opn

The first trade of the day.

Open Bate

Op.Bate

obt

The transaction type updating the opening price,
either bid, ask, or trade, applies only to
commodities, futures, and options.

Open Change

Open Chg

opchg

The change in the price of a stock since market
open.

Open Combined Range

Op.Comb.Rng

opcr

For commodities, the single opening price or dual
opening price range.

Open Interest

Open.Int

oin

The total number of contracts in existence.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Open Modifier Code

Open.Mod

opmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the open price, applies only to
commodities.

Open Percentage Change

Open %Chg

oppchg

The change in the price of a stock since market
open expressed as a percentage.

Open Trade

Op.Trd

otrd

The open trade price of the day.

Open Trade Mod

OTR.Mod

otmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the open trade.

Opening Ask

Open.Ask

opa

The opening ask price on a security.

Opening Bid

Open.Bid

opb

The opening bid price on a security.

Opening Bid Yield

OpenYld

OY

The opening bid yield on a bond, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges..

Opening Range

Op.Range

or

A range of prices that may occur at the opening of
trading in a futures pit. If two or more trades at
different prices occur simultaneously or nearly so
at the the opening of trading, an opening range of
these prices is reported. If a particular trade is
clearly the first of the session, it will be designated
as the opening price and the opening range will
have just a single price. Handling of opening range
varies among the different futures exchanges.

Opening Range Bate

OpR.Bate

orbt

The transaction type updating the opening range,
either a bid, ask, or trade.

Opening Range Mod

OpR.Mod

ormc

Codes that describe certain conditions that may
occur in association with the opening range.

Opening Tick

OpR.Tick

ortk

The Up or Down arrow indicator specifying the
direction of the opening tick on a stock.

Option Adj Avg Life Vol

OAALVol

OAALV

Calculated for mortgages only. The standard
deviation of the average lives derived from each of
the interest rate paths in the Monte Carlo option
simulation. A measure of average life risk.

Option Adj Convexity

OACnvx

OACx

A measure of the curvature of the price-yield
relationship of a fixed-income security, calculated
using a model that accounts for any embedded
options.

Option Adj Down 25 Price

OADn25Pr

OAD25

The price of the security (assuming constant
option-adjusted spread) when the term structure is
shifted down 25 basis points.

Option Adj Duration

OADur

OAD

The modified duration of a security calculated
using a model that accounts for embedded
options. The OA duration indicates how cash flows
change when interest rates change. Also known as
“rate duration” and “effective duration”.

Option Adj DV01

OADV01

OA01

The DV01 of a security, calculated from a model
that accounts for any embedded options.

Option Adj Option Cost

OAOpCost

OAOC

The difference in basis points between the optionadjusted spread calculated with the default
volatility assumptions and the option-adjusted
spread calculated with zero volatility.

Option Adj Option Value

OAOpVal

OAOV

The dollar value of a security’s embedded options.

Option Adj Prepay Model

OAPPMdl

OAPM

The prepayment model used to calculate optionadjusted values.

Option Adj Prepay Spd

OAPPSpd

OAPPS

The speed at which the option-adjusted
prepayment model was run. Defaults to 100.

Option Adj Price Volatility

OAPrVol

OAP

Calculated for mortgages only. The standard
deviation of the prices derived from each of the
interest rate paths in the Monte Carlo option
simulation. A measure of price risk.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Option Adj Sprd

OAS

OAS

A measure of a security’s extra return over the
return of a comparable Treasury security after
accounting for any embedded options.

Option Adj Sprd Convexity

OASCnvx

OAC

The convexity with respect to a change in the
Option Adjusted Spread. The calculation is
identical to the Option Adjusted Convexity except
that for OA Spread Convexity we shift OAS rather
than term structure.

Option Adj Sprd Duration

OASDur

OASD

The duration with respect to a change in the
Option Adjusted Spread. The calculation is
identical to the Option Adjusted Duration except
that for OA Spread Duration we shift OAS rather
than term structure.

Option Adj Up 25 Price

OAUpPr

OAU

The price of the security (assuming constant
option-adjusted spread) when the term structure is
shifted up 25 basis points.

Option Adj Yield

OAYld

OAY

Yield to maturity adjusted for the value of
embedded options.

Option Adj Zero Vol Sprd

ZVolSprd

ZVS

This calculation uses the same curve as that used
for Option Adjusted Spread, but with the
assumption of zero volatility. Thus, the spread is
not an average taken from multiple curves. It is a
spread to one curve. OAS minus OA zero volatility
spread equals Option Value, in basis points.

Option Base Symbol

OBase

obase

The underlying symbol for an option. It is the base
symbol minus the option identifier.

Option Euro Style

OEuro

oeuro

Indicator specifying whether an option is Eurorestricted, i.e., that the option cannot be exercised
until the last 30 days as opposed to the US
convention, whereby options can be exercised at
any time.

Option Is Put

OPut

oput

Indicator specifying whether the option is a Call or
a Put.

Option Type

Opt.Type

ot

A string field providing a brief description on option
vehicles.

Optional Redemption Flag

Opt Redem

OPR

A y/n flag indicating whether the security is subject
to a optional redemption.

Original Issue Disc

OrigIssDisc

OID

Yes/no flag indicating whether or not this asset is
an Original Issue Discount.

Original Issue Price

IssuePrice

Ipr

The price to the public of an issue on an original
issue date.

Original Term

OrigTerm

OTerm

Displayed for pools, generics and aggregates. It is
the term category to which the mortgage belongs
(e.g. 180 for 15-year loans, 360 for 30-year loans).

Owner Trustee

OwT

OwT

Unique system identifier for this owner trustee.

Par Outstanding

Par.Out

pout

The total face amount of the bond currently
outstanding. For treasuries, this is the total amount
outstanding, not the amount outstanding public.

Pay in Kind

PIK

PIK

Yes/no flag which indicates if the bond is a pay-inkind bond. A pay-in-kind bond pays interest to
bondholders by giving them more of the same
security rather than paying coupon interest in cash.
This allows the issuing company to conserve cash
for operations.

Paying Agent

PyA

PyA

Unique system identifier for this paying agent.

Payment Date

Pay.Date

pmtdt

The dividend payment date prior to maturity of the
asset.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Payment Growth Rate

PayGRate

PGR

Specifies the annual percentage increases for
Graduated Payment Mortgages (GPMs), Growing
Equity Mortgages (GEMs) and Tiered Payment
Mortgages (TPMs) during the graduation period
(or, for TPMs, until the payment level is sufficient
to amortize the loan over the remaining term).

Payment Growth Years

PayGYrs

PGY

Specifies the length of time, in years, for Growing
Equity and Graduated Payment Mortgages.

Percentage Change 3 Week

Pct3w

3wpc

The change in the price of a stock at the end of
three-weeks expressed as a percentage.

Pool Type

PType

PT

One of the defining characteristics for grouping
pools for aggregation.

Prev Coupon Return

PrevCpnRtn

PrCR

The coupon interest return on the security since
the previous business day.

Prev Day Ask Price

PrvAsk

PA

The closing bond ask price from the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Day Ask Yield

PrvAYld

PAY

The closing bond ask yield from the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Day Bid Price

PrvBid

PB

The closing bond bid price from the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Day Bid Yield

PrvBYld

PBY

The closing bond bid yield from the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Day Mid Price

PrvMPr

PMP

The mid point between the best bond ask and bid
price from the previous trading day, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Day Mid Yield

PrvMYld

PMY

The mid point between the best bond ask and bid
yield from the previous trading day, applies only to
bonds trading on exchanges.

Prev Fitch Rating Chg

PrvFitchChg

PrFC

The change in the Fitch rating since the previous
business day. The value is expressed as an
integer representing the increase (or decrease) in
rating scores.

Prev Moody Rating Chg

PrvMdyChg

PrMC

The change in Moody’s rating since the previous
business day. The value is expressed as an
integer representing the increase (or decrease) in
rating scores.

Prev OAS Chg

PrvOASChg

PrOC

The change in option-adjusted spread since the
previous business day.

Prev Option AdjSprd

PrvOAS

PrOA

This value of the option-adjusted spread at the
close of the previous business day.

Prev Prepay Model

PrvPPMdl

PrPM

The prepayment model used to price the security
on the previous business day.

Prev Prepay Spd

PrvPPSpd

PrPS

The prepayment speed used to price the security
on the previous business day.

Prev Price

PrevPr

PrP

The price of the security at the close of the
previous business day.

Prev Price Change

PrevPrChg

PrPChg

The change in the price of the security since the
close of the previous business day.

Prev Price Return

PrvPrRtn

PrPR

The return on the security since the close of the
previous business day that is due to a change in
price.

Prev Principal Return

PrvPrincRtn

PrPN

The return on the security since the close of the
previous business day that is due to return of
principal. This can come from sinking funds, calls,
scheduled principal payouts, or prepayments.

Prev Reinvest Rt

PrvReinvRtn

PRR

The reinvestment return since the previous
business day. This is always equal to zero, and is
only included for completeness.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Prev SP Rating Chg

PrvSPRtChg

PSPC

The change in Standard and Poor’s rating from the
previous business day. The value is expressed as
an integer representing the increase (or decrease)
in rating scores.

Prev Total Return

PrvTotRtn

PrTR

The total cash flow payments made to investors
since the close of the previous business day. Total
cash flow includes accrued interest, coupon
income, principal payments, price change, and
interest on reinvested cash flows.

Prev Wst Corp Yield

PrvWstYld

PrWY

The corporate bond equivalent cash flow yield as
of the close of the previous business day.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of the Worst Average
Life.

Prev Wst Corp Yld Chg

PrvWtYldChg

WCYC

The change in Worst Corp Yield since the close of
the previous business day.

Previous Currency

Prev.Cur

prcur

The currency under which the security traded prior
to its
re-denomination, typically into the Euro.

Previous Day’s Ask Date

PD.Ask.Dt

pdaskdt

The closing ask from the previous day, or the last
day the exchange set the ask price.

Previous Day’s Bid Date

PD.Bid.Dt

pdbiddt

The closing bid from the previous day, or the last
day the exchange set the bid price

Previous Day’s Change Tick

PD.Net.Tick

pdctd

An indicator specifying the last directional change
in the price of a stock from the previous day, either
+, -, or =.

Previous Day's Ask

PD.Ask

pdask

The closing ask from the previous day.

Previous Day's Bid

PD.Bid

pdbid

The closing bid from the previous day.

Previous Day's Block Count

PD.Blk.Cnt

pdbcnt

The number of block trades (10,000 shares or
more) that took place during the previous day.

Previous Day's Block Volume

PD.Blk.Vol

pdbvol

The total value of the number of block trades
(10,000 shares or more) from the previous day.

Previous Day's Change

PD.Net

pdac

The amount of change in the value of a security
the previous day.

Previous Day's Change Tick

PD Chg Tick

PDCTD

An indicator specifying the directional change in
the price of a stock from the previous day, either +,
-, or =.

Previous Day's Close

PD.Close

pdc

The last price of a security from yesterday.

Previous Day's High

PD.High

pdhi

The highest price on the security during the
previous day.

Previous Day's High (bid) Price

PrevDayHi

PrDayHi

The highest bond bid price during the previous
day, applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Previous Day's High (bid) Yield

P.D.HiYld

PDayHiY

The highest bond bid yield during the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Previous Day's Last Trade

PD.Last.Trd

pdltrd

The price of the last trade from the previous day.

Previous Day's Low

PD.Low

pdlow

The lowest price on the security during the
previous day.

Previous Day's Low (bid) Price

PrevDayLow

PrDayLo

The lowest bond bid price during the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Previous Day's Low (bid) Yield

P.D.LoYld

PDayLoY

The lowest bond bid yield during the previous day,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Previous Day's Mid

PD.Mid

pdmid

The mid point between the best ask and bid from
the previous trading day.

Previous Day's Open Interest

PD.OInt

pdoi

The final open interest from yesterday.

Previous Day's Settlement

PD.Settle

pdse

The final settlement price from yesterday.

Previous Day's Settlement Mod

PD.Stl.Mod

pdsemc

Codes that describe certain conditions that may
occur in association with the previous day’s
settlement.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Previous Day's Total Futures Open
Interest

PD.TF.OpInt

pdtfoi

For futures, the total number of contracts existent
from the previous day.

Previous Day's Total Futures Volume

PD.TF.Vol

pdtfvol

For futures, the total number of contracts actually
traded the previous day.

Previous Day's Volume

PD.Volume

pdvo

The final volume for the day from yesterday.

Previous Trade Date

Prev.Trd.Dt

pddt

The date on which the stock last traded.

Previous Year's Earnings

Pr.Yr.Earn

pye

Earnings on the security from the previous year, if
any.

Price

Price

Prc

The current market of a security, the current flat
price. Depending on the context, the price can be
the valuation, a company-defined price, or a local
price.

Price/Earnings Ratio

PE.Ratio

pe

The price of a stock divided by its earnings per
share.

Pricing Benchmark ID

PrcBnchSym

PBS

The internal unique identifier for the benchmark
used in the pricing recipe. (Currently this field is
only populated for benchmarks that are displaying
as a CUSIP.)

Pricing Benchmark Term

PrcBnchTm

PBT

The time to maturity for the benchmark security
used in pricing the given security.

Pricing Benchmark Type

PrcBnchTp

PBTy

Indicates whether the benchmark is an On-TheRun Treasury, a benchmark derived from the
interpolated curve, or a specific CUSIP.

Pricing Benchmark Value

PrcBnchVal

PBV

The yield value of the benchmark.

Pricing Bid Ask Sprd

BidASprd

BAS

The difference between the bid and ask prices for
the security.

Pricing Close

PrcClose

PCL

The closing price assigned to the security by the
Fixed Income Evaluations Desk.

Pricing Closing Yield

PrcClosYld

PMC

Pricing Closing Yield defaults to the same value as
Worst Corp Yield except when the bond has a day
count code different from 30/360. In these
instances, Pricing Closing Yield is the same as
Econometric Standard Yield.

Pricing Method Code

PrcMethCd

PMV

The method used to price the security.

Pricing Method Value

PrcMethVal

PPM

The actual numerical value of the pricing method.

Pricing Prepay Model

PrcPPMdl

PPS

The prepayment model used in the pricing recipe.

Pricing Prepay Spd

PrcPPSpd

PRD

The prepayment speed used with Pricing Prepay
Model in the pricing recipe.

Pricing Redem Dt

PrcRedmDt

PRE

The date for the redemption event used in the
pricing recipe.

Pricing Redem Event

PrcRdmEvt

PRT

The redemption event chosen, given the pricing
recipe.

Pricing Redem Type

PrcRedmTp

PSS

The redemption type used to determine the
redemption event used in the pricing.

Pricing Sink Spd

PrcSinkSpd

PTD

Indicates the sink speed used in the pricing recipe.

Pricing Units

Prc.Unit

prunit

The unit of measurement related to the commodity.

Pricing Years to Redem

PrcYrsRedm

PYR

Years to redemption for the redemption date used
in the pricing recipe.

Pricing Yield Type

PrcYldType

PYT

The yield convention used for stating Pricing
Closing Yield.

Primary Exchange

Pri.ExChg

pex

The code representing the exchange on which the
security is primarily listed.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Prime Symbol

Prime.Sym

prsym

The security on which a vehicle is dependent. With
a convertible preferred, the common stock. For
convertible corporate bonds, the security into
which the bond is converted. For a warrant, the
common stock. For a future, the vehicle containing
the current cash price for the commodity. It is the
same as the underlying security.

Prin Priority Cd Desc

PrtyCdDesc

PCD

The certificate of deposit floating interest rate
identifier in use with the derivative.

Prin Priority Code

PrincPriority

PPC

The code indicating the floating interest rate type in
use with the derivative.

Private Placement Flag

PrPl

PP

A y/n flag indicating whether the security is issued
by private placement. A private placement does
not have to be registered with the SEC, as does a
public offering.

Project Name

PrN

PrN

The name of the project for which the municipal
offering was made.

Projected Flux Score

FluxScore

FxS

The National Association of Insurance
Commissioner’s (NAIC) index for measuring CMO
cash flow variability. The value is generated daily,
based on current rates and factors. Only computed
and populated for CMOs.

Put Frequency

PF

PF

Code representing the frequency of the periods per
year in which puts are scheduled to occur.

Put Frequency Description

PFD

PFD

Brief text description of the Put Frequency

Put Frequency Short Description

PFS

PFS

Brief text description of the Put Frequency

Put Terms Beginning Notification

PTB

PTB

The beginning of the issuer's notification period,
expressed as a number of period units prior to the
put date.

Put Terms Ending Notification

PTE

PTE

The end of the user's notification period, expressed
as a number of period units prior to the put date.

Put Type

PtT

PtT

Code representing the type of put option modeled.

Put Type Description

PtTD

PtTD

Brief text description of the Put Type codes.

Putable Bond

Putable

Put

The Y/N flag indicating whether or not the bond is
putable.

Quality Rating

Qual.Rate

qr

The method of evaluating the possibility of default
by a bond issuer. The company reflects the S & P
or Moody’s rating.

Quality Rating 2

Qual.Rate.2

qr2

The method of evaluating the possibility of default
by a bond issuer. The company reflects the S & P
or Moody’s rating.

Quarter End (bid) Price

QtrEndPri

QtEndPr

The last bond bid price at the end of the quarter,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Quarter End (bid) Yield

QtrEndYld

QtrEndY

The last bond bid yield at the end of the quarter,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Quote Unit Size

Qte.Unit.Sz

qteusz

The size of the units. For equities, it is groups of
100.

Rate Reset Frequency

RRF

RRF

Code representing the generic calendar position of
the reset date.

Rate Reset Frequency Description

RRD

RRD

Brief text description of the Rate Reset Frequency.

Rate Reset Frequency Short
Description

RRS

RRS

Brief text description of the Rate Reset Frequency

Redenomination Date

Redenom.Dt

redt

The date on which the currency changed from one
to another.

Refresh Reason

RefR

rr

Brief text description of the Refresh.

Regional ID

Reg.ID

rid

The specific identifier associated with a security. In
the US, the CUSIP number. In the UK, the SEDOL
number, etc.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Registrar

Reg

Reg

Usually a trust company or bank charged with the
responsibility of keeping a record of the owners of
a corporation's securities and preventing the
issuance of more than the authorized amount.

Regular Lots

RLots

reglot

For use in Indonesia only. The calculation divides
the volume by 500.

Relative Volume

Rel Vol

rvo

The current volume on a stock divided by the 10day average volume. For options, it is the current
volume divided by the 5-day average volume.

Remarketing Agent

RmA

RmA

Unique system identifier for this remarket agent.

Restricted Code

Rest.Code

rstr

The data field indicating a customer’s specific inhouse trading recommendations on securities.

Revenues

Revenues

rev

The total sales for the security.

Sale Date

SDt

SaleDt

Date on which bonds are awarded to the lead
manager or syndicate on negotiated deals or the
date of bidding on competitive deals.

Scheduled Prin Desc

SchPrincDsc

SPDes

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that
identifies the rules for allocating principal payments
from the underlying collateral.

Scheduled Principal Cd

SchPrinCd

SPCD

A characteristic of a CMO tranche which describes
the rules for allocating principal payments from the
underlying collateral. Examples include PACs,
TACs, companions and sequentials

Seasoning Code

SeaCd

SeaC

Applicable to mortgage generics only. Mortgage
generics fit into one of four possible WAM
brackets: (M) MOD. SEASONED, (N) NEW, ( )
NEW AND SEAS., and (S) SEASONED.

Sec Principal Cd Desc

SecPrinDesc

SPCDes

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that, in
conjunction with Scheduled Principal Description,
describes the treatment of principal payments to
the tranche. It can be thought of as a modifier of
Scheduled Principal Description.

Sec Scheduled Prin Cd

SecPrinCd

Sec

It is a characteristic of a CMO tranche that in
conjunction with the Scheduled Principal
Characteristic describes the treatment of principal
payments to the tranche. This characteristic may
be thought of as a modifier of the primary principal
type.

Sector Code

Sec.Code

sc

The code specifying the industry in which a stock
is classified.

Security Character of Offering

SCO

SCO

Code representing the type of foreign bond.
Foreign bonds are issued on the domestic capital
market by a foreign borrower and denominated in
the domestic currency.

Security Character of Offering
Description

SCOD

SCOD

Code representing the Security Class.

Security Class

ScC

ScC

Code representing the type of foreign bond.
Foreign bonds are issued on the domestic capital
market by a foreign borrower and denominated in
the domestic currency.

Security Class Description

SCD

SCD

Abbreviated text description of the Security Class.

Security Description

SegDesc

Sde

Abbreviated text description of the security.

Security Type

Segment

Seg

A string field providing a brief description on
security vehicles.

Series

Srs

Srs

For Options: All option contracts of the same class
that also have the same unit of trade, expiration
date, and exercise. For Stocks: shares that have
common characteristics, such as rights to
ownership and voting, dividends, or par value.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Service Fee Bin

SerFeeCls

SFC

Indicates the method used for grouping pools by
service fee, in a mortgage aggregate.

Servicer Name

Servcr

SN

Specifies the incorporated or official name of the
organization servicing a mortgage pool.

Session

Sess

sess

A division of trading time at an exchange indicating
the time of day during which the transaction was
conducted.

Session End Time

Sess.End

sessend

The time at which the security ends trading.

Session Start Time

Sess.St

sessst

The time at which the security begins trading.

Settlement

Settle

se

The price established at the end of the day by the
exchange for margin calculations.

Settlement Change for the day

Stl.Chg

sechg

The directional moves in the price of a security
established by the exchange, either, up, down, or
unchanged.

Settlement Date

StD

SDate

Date the bonds are paid for and delivered.

Settlement Date Type

SDT

SDateT

Code indicating whether the settlement date is firm
or approximate.

Settlement Date Type Description

SDTD

SDateD

Brief text description of Settlement Date Type.

Settlement Mod

Stl.Mod

semc

Codes that describe certain conditions that may
occur in association with the settlement price.

Settlement Time

Stl.Time

setm

The time at which the settlement was posted.

Shares Outstanding

Shares

sho

The current number of shares extant for the
security.

Shares per Contract

SPC

pcn

The number of shares of the underlying security
controlled by the option holder.

Short Period Vola. (bid) Price

ShrtVolPr

ShtVolP

The historic one-month volatility of the bond bid
price, applies only to bonds traded on exchanges.

Short Period Volatility

Short.Vlt

spvlt

The historic one-month volatility of the security.

Short Period Volatility (bid) Yield

ShtVolYld

ShtVolY

The historic one-month volatility of the bond bid
yield, applies only to bonds traded on exchanges.

Short-Term Capital Gain Payment
Date

Sh.Cap.Ga.Dt

shcapdt

The date on which the stock paid its last short term
capital gain.

Short-Term Capital Gain Per Share

Sh.Cap.Ga

shcap

The short-term securities value held for liquidity
purposes.

SIC Major Business Cat

SICCat

Ssn

There can be up to three lines of descriptive data
for the Standard Industrial Classification. This first
line contains the major business category.

SIC Specific Category

SICSubcat

SICCat

This contains the sub-category under the major
business sector.

SIC Subcategory

SICSpecific

SD

Contains the most specific category of business
below the major category and sub-category.

Sink Defeased Flag

SinkD

SinkD

A y/n flag indicating whether the security has the
option to be legally or economically defeased in
the future, as specified in the prospectus. That is,
the issuing company has either provided money for
all coupon and principal payments to the trustee
(economic), or the bond issuer sets up an
irrevocable trust for the profit of the bondholder
and is no longer legally bound by the covenants of
the issue.

Sinking Fund Bond

Sinkable

Spe

Indicates the sink speed used in the cash flow
assumptions.

Sovereign Class

SvC

SvC

Code representing the type of foreign bond.
Foreign bonds are issued on the domestic capital
market by a foreign borrower and denominated in
the domestic currency

Sovereign Class Description

SvCD

SvCD

Code that narrowly defines the sovereign entity.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

SP Credit Watch

SPCW

Sub

Information provided by S&P on the rating status of
the issue.

SP Credit Watch Date

SPCWDt

Snk

The date the issue was placed on Credit Watch by
S&P.

SP Credit Watch Desc

SPCdDesc

SPW

Information provided by S&P indicating that the
rating status of the issue may be changing.

SP Industry

SPInd

Spi

Specifies the company’s industry classification.

SP Industry Description

SPIndDesc

SpiDesc

Specifies the company’s main industry or line of
business as defined by S&P.

SP Industry Number

SPIndNum

SpiNum

Indicates the company’s S&P industry number.

SP Industry Sub-Description

SPIndSubDesc

SpiSub

A more detailed breakout of the company’s
industry.

SP Rating

SP.Rtg

SpRt

The current S&P published or announced rating for
this security.

SP Rating Date

SP.Rtg.Dt

SpRtDt

Specifies the date on which the rating was
effective for the asset.

Special Mandatory Redemption Flag

SMR

SMR

A y/n flag indicating whether the security is subject
to a mandatory redemption.

Spread

Spread

spd

The price differential between the bid and ask
prices for a security.

Stale

Stale

stale

The indicator specifying whether the information
related to the security is up-to-date.

Standard Lot Size

LotSize

lotsz

For use in the Hong Kong market only.

Standard Yield Type

YieldType

SYT

Indicates the standard yield convention generally
used when quoting yields for the bond.

Standard Yield Type Desc

StdYldDesc

SYD

Indicates the standard yield convention generally
used when quoting yields for the bond.

Strike Price

Stk.Price

spr

The agreed upon price at which the buyer and
seller will settle the contract prior to or at maturity.

Sub Industry Code

SubInd

SI

An abbreviation of Industry Description.

Symbol

Symbol

sym

The mnemonic device the company uses to
represent a security.

Tax Status

TxS

TxS

The decision of the status under which to file a tax
return. For example, a corporation may file as a C
corporation or an S. etc.

Tax Status Description

TSD

TSD

Brief text description of the Tax Status.

Tender Agent

TrA

TrA

Unique system identifier for this tender agent.

Tender Date

TrD

TrDt

Date on which a municipal bond is subject to
mandatory tender.

Tender Frequency

TrF

TrF

Code representing the interval between mandatory
tenders. Used for municipal securities.

Tender Frequency Description

TFD

TFD

Brief text description of the Tender Frequency

Tender Frequency Short Description

TFs

TFs

Brief text description of the Tender Frequency

Tender Price

TrP

TrP

The price bondholders receive upon the tender of
municipal securities.

Tender Type

TrT

TrT

Code representing the type of tender. Used for
municipal securities.

Tender Type Description

TTD

TTD

Brief text description of the Tender Type.

Today's Lower Limit

Lower.Lim

lolim

For futures, the lower end of the price range for the
stock.

Today's Upper Limit

Upper.Lim

uplim

For futures, the upper end of the price range for
the stock.

Total Futures Open Interest

TF.OpInt

tfoi

For futures, the total number of contracts existent
for the current trading day.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Total Futures Volume

TF.Vol

tfvol

For futures, the total number of contracts actually
traded during the current day

Total Principal Issued

TotPrinIss

TIs

Par or face amount of a security issued by a
corporation, often stated in millions of dollars.

Total Program Amount

TPA

TPA

Total principal amount of securities permitted to be
issued under the shelf, as given on the front cover
of the prospectus. Or the Total principal amount of
securities permitted to be issued under the shelf
supplement, as given on the front cover of the
prospectus.

Total Trade Count

TrdCnt

trdCt

The total number of trades for the security during
the trading day.

TPM Discount

TPMDis

TPM

Specifies the percentage subtracted from the
stated gross coupon. This is used to calculate the
first year coupon rate paid by the borrower.

Trade

Trd

trd

The price of the latest trade.

Trade Date

TradeDt

TD

The date on which the traded was executed.

Trade Direction

Trd.Dir

trddir

An indicator specifying the direction of the change
in the last sale price of a stock, either u or d.

Trade Modifier

Trd.Mc

trdmc

Codes describing certain conditions that may occur
in association with the last sale.

Trade Size

Trd.Sz

trdsz

The number of shares traded at the time and price
of the last sale.

Trade Tick

Trd.Tck

trdtck

An indicator specifying the direction of the change
in the last sale price of a stock, either + or -.

Trade Time

Trd.Tm

trdtm

The time at which the traded was executed.

Traded Value

Trd Value

trval

The cumulative value of a stock at the end of the
day.

Tranche

Trnch

Trh

Applicable to CMO/ABS securities only. Unique
name to identify a tranche within a deal.

Tranche Component

Component

TCm

The Y/N flag indicating whether the tranche
includes sub-components or not. (If the tranche
does contain sub-components it is known as a
Composite tranche).

Tranche Coupon Cd

CoupCd

TCC

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that
describes whether the coupon is paid at a fixed
rate, a variable rate, or floats off an index.

Transfer Agent

TfA

TfA

The agent who keeps a record of the name of each
registered shareowner, his/her address, the
number of shares owned, and sees that the
certificates presented for transfer are properly
cancelled and new certificates issued in the name
of the new owner.

Underlying Asset Identifier

AID

AID

The security, property, or loan agreement that an
option gives the option holder the right to buy or
sell.

Underwriter Code

UndWrCd

UWC

A unique 3-character code assigned to the
underwriter.

Underwriter Name

Underwr#

UN

The long name of the underwriter.

Underwriter Name

Udr

Udr

The short name of the underwriter.

Use of Proceeds

UOP

UP

Numeric code representing the Use of Proceeds.

Use of Proceeds Description

UPD

UPD

Brief textual description of the Use of Proceeds.

Use of Proceeds Short Description

USD

USD

Abbreviated textual description of the Use of
Proceeds.

Valoren Number

Vln

Vln

Identifier for Swiss securities.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Var Int Rate Cd Desc

VarRtDesc

VRD

A CMO/ABS tranche type characteristic that, in
conjunction with Coupon Description, describes
the coupon payments of the tranche. This
characteristic may be thought of as a modifier for
variable and indexed coupons.

Var Interest Rate Cd

VarRateCd

VRC

Certificate of deposit that is based on floating
interest rates.

Vehicle Condition

Veh.Cond

cond

A code representing special conditions that may
apply to a specific vehicle.

Vehicle Type Description

Type.Desc

desc

A brief description of the security type.

Volatility

Volatility

vlt

The historic three-month volatility of the security.

Volume for the Day

Volume

vo

The total number of shares traded.

Volume Ratio

Vol.Ratio

volrat

The percentage the composite activity for a
security that traded on a specific exchange.

Volume Weighted Average Price

VWAP

vwap

The weighted average price at which the majority
of the stock traded during the day.

WAM Date

WAMDt

WAM

Applicable for mortgage pools and aggregates.
WAM is an acronym for Weighted Average
Maturity. It is the weighted average of the maturity
dates of the mortgages in the pool.

WAM Date Bin

WAMClass

WMC

Indicates the WAM date for the mortgage
aggregate that represents pools with the same
WAM date.

WAM Remaining Term

WAMRmTrm

WMT

The weighted average remaining term in months.
Applicable for mortgage pools, aggregates and
generics.

Week End (bid) Price

WkEndPri

WkEndPr

The last bond bid price at the end of the week,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Week End (bid) Yield

WkEndYld

WkEndYd

The last bond bid yield at the end of the week,
applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

WPK Number

WPK

WPK

Wertkpapier number, which is a German identifier
for bonds.

Wst Avg Life

WstAL

WAL

For corporate and government securities, the
company determines the worst call and sinking
fund speed and the best put, and uses these as
assumptions to select a redemption date and thus
calculate all derived values (same as
Econometric). For mortgage-backed securities, the
company uses the output from Maturity Average
Life to populate the Worst Aggregate Life field.

Wst Avg Life Dt

WstALDt

WLD

The as-of-date for Worst Average Life.

Wst Corp Convexity

WstCCnvx

WCC

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Worst Average Life.
Convexity measures the degree of curvature of the
price/yield curve at the given price.

Wst Corp DV01

WstCDV01

WC01

The approximate change in price for a security
given a one basis point change in corporate bond
equivalent yield. Calculated using the cash flow
assumptions described in the definition of Worst
Average Life.

Wst Corp Mac Dur

WstCMcDur

WCMACD

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Worst Average Life.
Macaulay duration is a measure of the effective life
of a bond and is calculated by taking a present
value weighted average of the time until receipt of
all cash flows, both interest and principal.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Wst Corp Mod Dur

WstCMdDur

WCMD

Like Macaulay duration, modified duration is a
measure of interest rate risk but is expressed such
that it represents the percentage change in price
per unit shift in the yield curve. Calculated using
the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of Worst Average Life.

Wst Corp OTR Point

WstCOTRPnt

WCOP

The On-The-Run Treasury issue nearest to the
Worst Average Life of the bond being analyzed.

Wst Corp OTR Sprd

WstCOTRSprd

WCOS

The difference between the corporate bond
(30/360) equivalent yield and the yield on the
nearest On-The-Run Treasury. Calculated using
the cash flow assumptions described in the
definition of Worst Average Life.

Wst Corp Stand Sprd

WstCStdSprd

WCSS

Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of Worst Average Life.
The spread is computed by taking the difference
between the yield on the bond and the
corresponding yield of the treasury curve. This
differs from the OTR spread in that the treasury
yield is interpolated from the two On-The-Run
issues that bracket the average life of the bond
being analyzed.

Wst Corp Yield

WstCYld

WCY

The corporate bond (30/360 day count) equivalent
cash flow yield using the cash flow assumptions
described in the definition of the Worst Average
Life.

Wst Disc Margin

WstDisMgn

WDM

Used to analyze floating rate securities. The
spread over the index rate that results in discount
rates that produce a present value of discounted
cash flows equal to the settlement price.
Calculated using the cash flow assumptions
described in Worst Average Life.

Wst Disc Rate

WstDisRate

WDR

Discount rate, rather than price, is the convention
for quoting bids and offers on discount instruments
such as Treasury bills and agency discount notes.

Wst Equivalent PSA

WstEqPSA

WEP

The PSA speed that results in the same average
life as that computed using Worst Prepay Model.

Wst OTR Term

WstOtrTerm

WOT

The term to maturity (in years) to Worst Corp OTR
Point.

Wst OTR Yield

WstOtrYld

WOY

The yield of the On-The-Run Treasury issue
identified by Worst Corp OTR Point.

Wst Prepay Model

WstPPMdl

WPM

The Worst Prepay Model is PSA. The PSA speed
is an “average life-equivalent" PSA speed
converted from the prepayment model and speed
used to calculate last night’s closing value, (if, for
example, PSA was not the model).

Wst Prepay Speed

WstPPSpd

WPS

The PSA speed used to compute the cash flows
and derived values for the given security.

Wst Principal End Dt

WstPrinEdDt

WPE

Principal end date is the last date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Worst cash flows.

Wst Principal Start Dt

WstPrinStDt

WPSD

Principal start date is the first date principal is paid
by a tranche when using the prepayment
assumptions used to compute Worst cash flows.

Wst Redem Event

WstRdmEvent

WRE

The event that caused the bond to be redeemed.

Wst Redem Index

WstRdmInx

WRI

(Blank) Integer value identifying the redemption
event.

Wst Redem Price

WstRdmPrc

WRP

The price (as a percentage of par) at which the
security is assumed to be put, called, or matured
on Worst Redem Date.
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Full Label Name

Medium Label Name

Short Label Name

Data Field Definition

Wst Redemp Date

WstRdmDt

WRD

Redemption date is the date on which a
government/corporate bond is expected to be
redeemed. The company determines the worst call
and sinking fund speed and the best put, and uses
these as assumptions to select the most likely
worst redemption date.

Wst Sink Speed

WstSinkSpd

WSS

For sinking fund bonds, indicates the sink speed
used in the cash flow assumptions.

Wst Spot Analytic Sprd

WstSpotSprd

WSP

The difference between the yield on the bond and
the yield on the corresponding point (Treasury spot
curve) that is equal to the average life of the
security. Cash flows and average life are derived
using the assumptions in the definition of Worst
Average Life.

Wst Standard OTR Sprd

WtSdOTRSprd

WSOS

The difference between the Worst standard yield
on the bond and the On-The-Run Treasury yield
whose term is closest to the average life of the
security. (See Worst Standard Yield)

Wst Standard OTR Term

WtSdOTRTm

WSOT

The number of years to maturity of the On-TheRun Treasury that is nearest to the average life of
the security being analyzed.

Wst Standard OTR Yield

WtSdOTRYld

WSOY

The yield on the On-The-Run Treasury whose term
is closest to the average life of the security.

Wst Standard Yield

WstStdYld

WSY

The yield on the bond expressed as the standard
form for the security (meaning the compounding
frequency of the bond’s coupons – semiannual,
quarterly, etc.). Calculated using the cash flow
assumptions described in the definition of Worst
Average Life. For corporates and governments, the
company determines the worst sinking fund and
call, and the best put. For mortgage-backed
securities, the company applies the street
consensus prepayment speed.

Wst Years To Redem

WstYrs2Rdm

WYR

The number of years to the Worst Redemption
Date.

Year End (bid) Price

YrEndPri

YrEndPr

The last bond bid price at the end of the calendar
year, applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Year End (bid) Yield

YrEndYld

YrEndYd

The last bond bid yield at the end of the calendar
year, applies only to bonds trading on exchanges.

Year End Price

Yr.End.Prc

yrprc

The last sale price of a security at the end of the
calendar year.

Year-To-Date Change

YTD.Chg

ytdchg

The change in the price of a security at the end of
the calendar year.

Year-To-Date Percentage Change

YTD.Pct.Chg

ytdpct

The change in the price of a security at the end of
the calendar year expressed as a percentage.
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